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A. INTRODUCTION

This book is intended to help you cover the curriculum for Grade 8 Natural Sciences in Terms 3 and 4. There is a 
companion book for Terms 1 and 2. Teachers should keep these books to use from year to year. 

1. The need to improve curriculum coverage

In South Africa, too many learners drop out of school before Grade 12, and too few of those who reach Grade 12 do 
well in the NSC examinations. There are many reasons for such poor outcomes. One of the most important of these is 
that the curriculum is not covered each year. In other words, the teachers do not teach everything required by the CAPS 
in the year, and learners do not sufficiently understand the concepts and develop the skills that are taught. Improving 
curriculum coverage is the key thing that teachers can do to improve learning outcomes. 

2. A cycle of activities that support improved curriculum coverage

Covering the curriculum is a complex task in which teachers face many challenges. However, there is a cycle of practices 
that can support curriculum coverage (see Figure 1). If these practices become routine in the school, curriculum coverage, 
and thus learners’ outcomes, should improve. 

Figure 1: The cycle of practices for supporting improved curriculum coverage 

The best solutions 
are identified. Actions 
the teacher will take, 
and the support the 
DH, peers and subject 
advisor will provide, are 
agreed on.

Teachers think 
about how well 
they covered the 
curriculum. How 
well did they teach 
and how well did 
learners learn? 
What challenges 
did they face 
in covering the 
curriculum?

Teachers plan how they 
will cover the work in the 
time available for it.

Teachers share 
their curriculum 
coverage challenges 
with colleagues 
and together they 
suggest and explore 
solutions. They also 
share with their subject 
advisors.

Teachers report on 
curriculum coverage 
to their DH. 

Teachers monitor 
their progress against 
the plan: Are they 
on track or have they 
fallen behind? The DH 
monitors their progress.
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B. INFORMATION ABOUT RESOURCES IN THIS BOOK 

In this book, you will find resources which will help you plan, track, reflect and report on curriculum coverage for the 
purpose of working collaboratively with peers and your department head (DH) and subject adviser to solve curriculum 
coverage problems. The resources are described below. 

1. Planners for a daily programme of work

Later in this book there are planners that will help you plan what to teach each day in Term 3 and Term 4 (see 
Resources 1 and 2 in Section C). These planners provide a daily programme of work. There is a planner for all the 
books on the approved list of Learning and Teaching Support Materials (LTSMs) for Grade 8 Natural Sciences.

1.1 How planners link to the CAPS

Planners link the CAPS contents and skills to activities in the learner’s book (LB) and teacher’s guide (TG) of each 
set of LTSMs. The daily plan of activities ensures that time is allocated to all the work required by the CAPS in the 
term. Should you miss a lesson for any reason, it is important that you do not skip this lesson, but continue in the 
next lesson from where you left off. 

In the CAPS, three hours have been allocated to Natural Sciences in the Senior Phase each week. To meet this 
specification the planners give the content and skills for six half-hour lessons each week. 

1.2 The structure of the planners

The example of a planner below (Table 1) is Week 3 from Successful Natural Sciences Term 3. It shows you how  
the planning for a week is arranged. The same layout, abbreviations and symbols are used in the planners for all 
the LTSMs for each term.

The table heading states the week of the curriculum and the LTSM to which the planning is linked. It also gives the 
main content focus for the week. Look at the notes to see what each column tells you.

Table 1: An example of a planner

SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 111 Act. 1 83 24–25 30–31

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 111 Act. 1 83 46–48 56–59

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 * 46–48 56–59

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire; observe, record and write about the 
effect; predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 112–113 PA 1 84 30–32
Activity

37–41

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

5 Reading about how fuses work 47–48 113 Act. 2 85–86 34–35 41–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 114–115 Act. 3 86 36–38
Activity

41–42

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; connectors; magnetic compasses
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The columns, from left to right, give the following information:
• The number of the lesson in the week (1–6).
• The CAPS content and skills and practical activities that are dealt with in each lesson.
• The page number in the CAPS where the content referred to is specified.
• The page number in the learner’s book where related content and relevant activities can be found.
• The activity in the learner’s book that should be done by the learners during the lesson. The symbol * in this 

column tells you that you will need to supplement the material referred to in the LTSM.
• The page number in the teacher’s guide where support is given for the work to be done.
• The page number in the Sasol Inzalo learner’s book with related content.
• The page number in the Sasol Inzalo teacher’s guide where supporting material can be found.

Note: Where necessary, particular resources needed for a lesson are shown in the row below the lesson information 
(see Table 1 Lessons 1, 4 and 6 for examples). 

Abbreviations and symbols used in the planners

• Act. = activity
• CA = class activity
• Ex. = exercise
• IA = informal assessment
• LB = learner’s book
• p. = page
• PA = practical activity
• pp. = pages
• Q. = question
• RA = revision activity
• S # = half-hour session
• TG = teacher’s guide
• WS = worksheet
• FAT = formal assessment task
• * = additional/alternative activity provided

1.3 How to use the planners 

Plan for the term
• Find the correct planner to use – the one that gives the daily plans for the LTSM that you use mostly in your 

class. You can of course use the others to help you find additional or alternative activities related to the same 
skills and concepts. 

• Check the length of the term against the number of weeks in the planner. The school terms are not the 
same length each year. However, the planner is the same from year to year. The planner for Grade 8 Natural 
Sciences Term 3 gives a daily plan for a term that is eleven weeks in duration with Week 10 set aside for 
revision and the end-of-term test and Week 11 for feedback on the test and remediation of work. Term 4 has 
plans for a term that is nine weeks long, including one week allocated to revision, and the last two weeks to 
the end-of year examinations. If the terms in any year are of a different length, or if your school allocates more 
or less time for examinations than is in the planner, you will have to adjust your planning accordingly. It is very 
important to do this planning at the beginning of the term so that you neither rush through the work when 
you in fact have more time for it than allocated in the planner, nor find that you have followed the pace of the 
planner, but run out of teaching time. 

Plan for lessons
• Compare your timetable with the number of lessons in the week, and the length of each lesson. If you 

do not have six periods of half an hour each, you will need to adjust the programme for each lesson in the 
planner to fit the length and number of your lessons. 

• Plan and prepare for each lesson. The planners give support for the planning of a programme of work. They 
do not offer help with detailed lesson planning or preparation. 

Planning for a lesson involves drawing up a plan of action. A lesson plan should include an introduction, sequenced 
content and activities for learners to work on individually or in groups, a conclusion, and homework activities 
to consolidate the learning of the day or to prepare for the next day’s lesson where possible. No lesson plan 
templates are provided here. You should use the one you prefer or that is specified by your school/subject adviser. 
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When preparing for a Natural Sciences lesson you should: 
• make sure that you understand every aspect of the content knowledge and skills addressed in the lesson, and 

think about common misconceptions learners might hold in relation to the content;
• think carefully about how best to help learners understand new work and develop new skills; 
• work through each of the learner activities yourself, noting alternative answers where necessary and making 

notes on possible learner difficulties in relation to the activities; 
• ensure that any resources you need to use in the lesson are available;
• decide how you will pair/group your learners;
• check in your teacher’s guide and learner’s book for enrichment/challenge activities for learners who have 

completed their work and/or need a challenge; and
• see where there are remedial and support activities for learners who have barriers to learning. 

Please also see Resource 4 in Section C for additional guidelines on planning and preparing a Natural Sciences lesson. 

2. Plans for assessment 

Curriculum coverage requires teachers to teach the content given in the CAPS each term/year. It also requires that 
learners understand the concepts and develop the skills that are taught. Thus, assessment gives vital information 
about how well the curriculum is being covered. It tells teachers which topics or aspects of topics learners are 
struggling with, and how many learners are managing well, just coping, or struggling. Teachers need to reflect on 
possible reasons for and implications of these patterns of achievement, thinking about, for example, what they tell 
of the efficacy of their teaching methodology and how it could be improved, what feedback they can give learners 
to encourage and support improvement, and whether they can move on to new work, or need to remediate that 
which has already been taught. 

The CAPS requires that teachers assess their learners’ progress by means of both informal and formal assessment, 
and resources in this book assist teachers with planning for both. 

2.1 Informal assessment

Informal assessment is ongoing and part of the teaching process as teachers listen to learners’ responses and 
questions in class, and check their classwork and homework books. No record of the marks for informal assessment 
needs to be kept, but recording some of these will help you monitor learners’ progress. 

The CAPS for Natural Sciences in the Senior Phase does not specify what needs to be done for informal assessment. 
However, all the teacher’s guides give suggestions for this. You can of course use any other activities you choose 
for this purpose. 

2.2 Formal assessment

Formal assessment is assessment for which marks are recorded. In South African schools, these marks should be 
entered into SA-SAMS. 

It is essential that you plan when your learners will complete formal assessment tasks. Knowing this helps you 
to plan related activities such as when tasks and marking guidelines will be moderated, when marking will be 
completed and moderated, when marks will be recorded, and when feedback will be given to learners. All these 
activities are important in ensuring that assessment is at the correct level and that information from it can be used 
to support improved curriculum coverage. 

Formal assessment tasks specified in the CAPS

The amended Section 4 of the CAPS specifies two formal assessment tasks for Term 3 – a project and a test. In  
Term 4 there is only one formal assessment task – an examination.1 

Formal assessment programmes in the LTSMs and planners

Resources 3.1 and 3.2 in Section C show the formal assessment tasks provided in the LTSMs for Terms 3 and 4 
respectively. Note, however, that the tests and examinations provided do not comply with the revised specifications 
for these tasks, and so cannot be used for formal assessment. They do, however, provide useful questions for 
revision/practice and also for teachers to draw on in setting their own tests and examination papers. 

1  The DBE makes changes to the assessment requirements from time to time. In such instances, you might need to change the assessment 
programme shown here to align with the revised requirements.
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In Term 3, teachers must set a project and plan when learners will do the work. For this reason, no dates for this 
project are provided in the planners. It is essential that teachers decide the topic for the project early in the term 
and also how the project will be managed and which of the lessons where other work is scheduled will be used for 
the project and feedback to learners once it has been marked. 

Also, while no practical tasks/experiments or investigations are required for formal assessment in either Term 3 or 
Term 4, the planner still indicates where these kinds of activities are scheduled as part of the teaching and learning 
programme. You could assess some of these informally. 

3. Resources to support content knowledge, pedagogy and assessment

Sound content and pedagogical knowledge and teaching and learning resources enable teachers to support 
learning, and thus have a positive impact on curriculum coverage. For this reason, where appropriate, guidelines 
for teaching certain topics or skills, explanatory information about the content, suggestions for sound structuring 
of lessons and exemplar assessment tasks are provided in this series of books. The resources in this book are 
described below: 

3.1 Guidelines for lesson planning and preparation 

Section 1.3 drew attention to the need for thorough preparation for a Natural Sciences lesson to be successful  
and gave some brief pointers for effective preparation. Resource 4 in Section C of this planner gives more detail 
about the points made in 1.3. It also gives some useful guidelines for practical activities. 

3.2 Additional information and ideas for extension for each term

The books on the approved list do not cover all the topics in the CAPS equally. They vary in the explanations and 
activities provided. For this reason, Resources 5.1 and 5.2 provide additional information and ideas for activities 
related to certain topics in Terms 3 and 4 respectively. Some of these fill gaps in one or other of the LTSMs; some 
serve to extend what is provided. You will see frequent references to the worksheets provided in Resources 6.1  
(for Term 3) and 6.2 (for Term 4). These are discussed further in Section 3.3 below.

It is important that you look at Resources 5.1 and 5.2 when doing your planning and preparation so that you can 
integrate ideas there with those in your LTSMs. 

3.3 Additional worksheets with memorandums

The worksheets provided for Term 3 and Term 4 (Resources 6.1 and 6.2 respectively) are intended to be  
photocopied for your learners. They have been included for two purposes. Firstly, they provide learners an 
opportunity to engage more fully with the specified concepts and skills than is afforded them in some of the LTSMs 
where there might be little information and no relevant activities. Secondly, they provide extension activities for 
learners who have completed those in the LTSMs ahead of others and need extra work. There are answers to all the 
questions in the worksheets to support teachers in working through them with their learners. 

3.4 Assessment resources

In addition to the support provided in planning for assessment (see Resources 3.1 and 3.2 referred to earlier), this 
book also provides assessment materials and a tool for item analysis. These are described below. 

3.4.1 Practice questions with memorandums and analysis of cognitive levels

   Two sets of practice questions are provided – one based on the content for Term 3 and the other on the 
content for Terms 3 and 4. Accompanying both of these are the memorandums, an analysis of the order of 
cognitive demand (low, medium or high) of each question, and the weighting of marks across these orders 
for the set of questions as a whole. The orders are given on page 87 of the CAPS for Senior Phase Natural 
Sciences.

3.4.2  An exemplar item analysis sheet for both the questions in a test or examination and the practical 
skills in an investigation

   Resource 12 is a blank template which you can copy and use to fill in your learners’ names and the marks 
each achieved for the questions on a test or examination and the skills in an investigation/practical task. 
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Resources mentioned in 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 support curriculum coverage by: 
• providing assessment questions that can be used for practice or informal assessment. Practice helps learners 

consolidate knowledge and skills, and informal assessment enables both learners and teachers to identify 
gaps and to put strategies in place to remediate these. The questions also serve as an item bank of questions 
that can be drawn on when teachers set their own formal assessment tasks; 

• providing a correct set of marking guidelines so that learners’ work will be marked to the same standard 
across different markers; 

• supporting teachers’ ability to work with the levels of questions required by the CAPS by providing a detailed 
analysis of the levels of questions asked in the sets (this strengthens their ability to set assessment tasks that 
comply with the weighting of cognitive levels themselves in future); and

• encouraging teachers to do an item analysis of the assessment tasks – both informal and formal – they 
have given learners to identify where learners’ strengths and weaknesses are. This enables them to focus 
remediation on topics and skills where it is most needed by the class as a whole or by individual learners.

3.5  A template for tracking, reflecting and reporting for collaborative problem solving

Planning is one activity on the curriculum coverage support cycle (Figure 1), and you have seen how the material in 
this book supports teachers with planning. The templates provided as Resource 13 in Section C are tools to assist 
teachers with other aspects of the cycle. There is a template to use in conventional schools, and one for use in 
multigrade schools. The template for conventional schools is reproduced on the following page, with annotations 
that show how it is used as a tool for curriculum coverage support. The template for multigrade schools works in 
the same way. 

Teachers should print a copy of the relevant template for each week of the term and use it together with the 
teaching plan for that week. This teaching plan could be the planner for their LTSM in this book or the ATP or 
another daily planning resource. They record curriculum coverage information and their reflection on it for all the 
Natural Sciences lessons with each class they teach in the week. 

Note that dates are not given in the tracking and reflecting template. Teachers should fill two dates into the spaces 
at the top of the template. Firstly, they should record the week in the planner when the work they are doing is 
scheduled to be done; secondly, they should record the week when they in fact are starting that work. These dates 
will help them see how well they are keeping up with the pace set in the planner they are following. 
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Week no. in planner ________________ 

Week no. in term when work planned for week started ________________ 

Refer to the planner for details of the week’s work (or the ATP for subjects without 
planners)

Class (or subject for FP)

On track by end of week? (Yes/no)

How many learners are working 
confidently? (Rough estimate)

How many learners in this class?

DAY BRIEF NOTES ON THE DAY’S WORK: Consider such things as:
What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with or  

manage well in this lesson? What could be the reasons for this?  
Did the class complete the work you had planned? Do you need to  

change your plans for the next lesson? What changes will you make?

1

2

3

4

5

Reflection on the week: 

What concepts and skills for the week  
did learners struggle with?  

What could you do differently next time  
to better support or extend learning?  
What good practice could you share? 

Did you cover the curriculum  
for the week? If not, what were some 
of the challenges? What can you do to 

catch up? What help do you need?  
How will your progress this week affect 

your plan for next week? 

DH: Date:

This is the no. of the week in the 
planner that is being followed.

This is the no. of the week in the term when the work 
actually starts. If curriculum coverage is behind, this 
might be a later week than the week in the planner.

At the end of the week, the teacher uses evidence from informal and 
formal assessment, to estimate for each class how many learners out 
of the total are working confidently at Level 4 or above. They use this 
information, together with the amount of work planned that they have 
taught, to state whether or not their curriculum coverage is on track. 

Prompts for daily reflection.

Each day, the teacher reflects on how their lesson went, and how they could improve it using 
the prompts provided. They also think about whether or not they can proceed as planned in 
the next lesson. This is a professional judgement they make based on informal and formal 
assessment. They note the main points here. 

At the end of the week, the teacher 
reflects on the week’s teaching and 

learning. They think about what 
learners found difficult, and how 
they can change their practice so 

learning improves. 

At the end of the week, the teacher considers 
whether or not the work planned for the week 
has been taught and learnt, and if not, what can 
be done to solve curriculum coverage problems 
and get back on track. 

The teacher writes their reflections here for their own professional 
development, but also to share them with their DH to get support 
in solving problems. 

At the end of the week, the DH reads the teacher’s reflections and record of curriculum coverage and signs the 
template. S/he uses the information shared in a supportive conversation with the teacher. Together they consider 
any curriculum coverage problems the teacher faces and work towards finding solutions. 



C. RESOURCES

1. PLANNERS FOR TERM 3
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1.1 Pelican Natural Sciences (Global MBD Africa Publishing)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

PELICAN: Static electricity

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Saso Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons;  
Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and 
cloth; ruler and paper)

47 127–129 Act. I
CA I
CA II

86–89 4–5
Activity

4–5

2 Electrons move from one material to the other, 
causing a positive charge on one material and a 
negative charge on the other

47 129–130 Act. II 90 5–6 6–8

3 Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 130 Act. III 91 7–8
Activity

8–9

4 Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 131 Act. IV 91–92 8–9 9–10

5 Practical applications 47 133–134 Act. V
IA

92 10–12
Activity

13–17

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

6 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 134–136 93 13–19
Activity

11–13

PELICAN: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuit electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system 
for transferring electrical energy

47 140–142 CA I 98 20–21
Activity

26–27

2 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work  
and has a number of components connected 
together

47 142 98 21–22 28–29

3 Components of a circuit: conducting wires;  
switches; cells/batteries; resistors

47 142–144 CA II 99 22–26
Activity

29–31

4 Components of a circuit; cells, loads, conductors 47 142–144 26 31–32

5 Components of a circuit – switches 47 145 Act. 1 27 32–33

6 Components of a circuit – resistors 47 145 IA 28–30
Activity

33
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PELICAN: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Electrical circuits and effect of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 147 IA 24–25
Activity

30–33

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 160 Ex. C
1–4

24–25 30–33

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 * 24–25 30–33

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat 
a resistance wire; observe, record and write about 
the effect; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 148–149 Act. II 102 30 34–37

5 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat  
if a short circuit occurs; investigating the heating 
effect of a current by using a resistance wire

47–48 149 Act. III 102–103 30–31
Activity

37–39

6 Reading about how fuses work 47–48 150 Act. V 103 33–37
Activity

39–43

PELICAN: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a 
wire; predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 152–153 Act. VI 104 36–37
Activity

43–44

2 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 153–154 Act. VII 105 36–41
Activity

44–49

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution; investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens; 
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 155 Act. VIII 105 42
Activity

50–51

4 Effects of an electric current; investigating  
electrolysis

47–48 155–156 Act. IX 106 43
Activity

51–52

5 Electrolysis 47–48 156–157 IA 106–107 43–44 52–53

6 Revision 47–48 158–159 Ex. A 107 46–51 53–59
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PELICAN: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only 
one pathway for the current passing  
through it

49 163–167 Act. I 114 52
Activity

60

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added 
in series, the overall current in the circuit 
decreases; investigating a series circuit by 
observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors into the circuit 

49 CA I
CA II

113–114 52–54
Activity

60–63

3 Investigating how different metals conduct 
electricity differently; insert different 
conductors into a series circuit

49 168 Act. III 116 55–63
Activity

63–72

4 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides  
two or more pathways for the current passing  
through it

49 169–170 63 73–74

5 Investigating a parallel circuit by observing 
the effects of connecting more resistors into 
the circuit

49 171–172 Act. IV 116–117 64–66
Activity

74–78

6 Investigating a parallel circuit by observing 
the effects of connecting more resistors into 
the circuit

49 173–174 Act. V 118 67–69
Activity

78–81

PELICAN: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Practical investigation: Compare the 
effects of resistors in series and in parallel by 
recording observations in a table

49 174–175 Act. VI 119 68–69 81–84

2 Practical investigation: Compare the 
effects of resistors in series and in parallel by 
recording observations in a table

49 174–175 Act. VI 119 68–69 81–84

3 Series and parallel circuits 49 164, 169, 
175

All IA Ex. 119–120 71–74
Activity 

84–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

4 Other output devices: other complex  
circuits are used for output devices

49 175–176 Not 
provided

74–76 87–89

5 Resistors 49 182–183 In the Labs Not 
provided

History; 
careers

77

History; 
careers

90

6 Revision 48–49 IA
142, 147, 
152, 154, 

157

IA 106–107 80–82 94–96
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PELICAN: Visible light

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: Radiation and the visible spectrum

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous 
objects such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is 
transferred by radiation; light travels through empty 
space at a speed of 300 000 kilometres per second; 
pinhole cameras

49 184–186 CA I 125–127

127

84–86 98–101

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

2 Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image formed in 
the tissue paper at the back of the pinhole camera

49 187 CA II
Act. I

127–128 86–88
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

3 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths –  
the rainbow

49 187–188 IA 133–134 89–91
Activity

104–109

4 Observing and recording the sequence of colours 
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through a 
triangular prism

49 188–190 Act. III 129–130 92–93 119

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

5 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot 
pass through opaque surfaces; light passes through 
transparent objects

49 188 Act. II 129 94 109

6 Drawing diagrams to show how shadows are cast by 
opaque objects

49 190 Act. IV 130 94–97
Activity

109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

PELICAN: Visible light

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8: Transparent and opaque surfaces

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Predicting effects of moving the object closer or 
further away from the light source; light passes 
through transparent substances

50–51 191 Act. V 130–131 98 112–113

2 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by 
surfaces of some materials; a material has colour 
because it absorbs some of the colours in the 
spectrum and reflects other colours

50–51 191–192 IA 133–134 99
Activity

114

3 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; drawing a ray diagram to show the 
change in direction of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 192–195 Act. VI 131 99–100 115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; drawing a ray diagram to show the 
change in direction of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 192–195 Act. VI 131 101–102
Activity

116–117

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected 
light is scattered; drawing a ray diagram to show the 
changes in direction of light rays reflected off a rough 
surface

50–51 195 Act. VII
IA

132
133–134

103–107 117–123

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina 
are stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 195–197 Act. VIII 132 108–109
Activity

123–125
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PELICAN: Visible light

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Refraction, lenses and careers

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Seeing light: impulses travel to the brain and the 
brain interprets them as our perceptions of light

51 198 IA 133–134 109–110 125–127

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances

51 198–201 Act. IX 132–133 111–112
Activity

127–128

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

3 A triangular prism is able to refract and disperse  
white light into the colours observed in a rainbow; 
drawing a ray diagram of a triangular prism to show 
dispersing of light

51 200 Act. X 133 113–120
Activity

128–137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a  
ray diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show 
focusing of light

51 200
201

IA 133–134 120–128
Activity

138–145

5 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)
Revision

51 202
204

Ex. A; 
1–10

Not 
provided

128–129
Activity

146–147

6 Revision 51 206 Ex. 1; 
a–c

134 131–138
Activity

152–161

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test 
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1.2 Platinum Natural Sciences (Maskew Miller Longman)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

PLATINUM: Static electricity

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons

47 125–126 Act. 1 61–62 4–5
Activity

4–6

2 Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and 
cloth; ruler and paper); observe and describe what 
happens

47 126 Act. 2 62 4–6 7–8

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

3 Electrons move from one material to the other, 
causing a positive charge on one material and a 
negative charge on the other

47 127 Act. 3 62 6–7 8–9

4
5

Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 128–129 Act. 4
Act. 5

63 8–11
Activity

9–11

6 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock;
Extension and remediation worksheet book: Topic 7: 
Worksheets A and B

47 130–133 Act. 6 63–64 13–15
Activity
Revision

17–19

11–17

Revision
21–23

PLATINUM: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system  
for transferring electrical energy along conducting 
material

47 135–136 Act. 1
Act. 2

65 20 26–27

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work and 
has a number of components connected together

47 137 Act. 3 66 21–22
Activity

28–29

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches; 
cells/batteries; resistors

47 138–139 67 22–23
Activity

29–30

5 Components of a circuit 47 140–141 Act. 4 67 24–25
Activity

30–31

6 Components of a circuit 47 140–141 Act. 4 67 26–30
Activity

31–37

PLATINUM: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit  
diagram

47–48 141 Act. 5 67 See 
revision 

exercises

See 
revision 

exercises

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams
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S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit  
diagram

47–48 141 Act. 6 68 See 
revision 

exercises

See 
revision 

exercises

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit  
diagram

47–48 143 Act. 7 68 See 
revision 

exercises

See 
revision 

exercises

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat 
a resistance wire; observe, record and write about 
the effect; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 144 69–71 30–31
Activity

37–38

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch lamp/bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires; 
steel wires

5 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat  
if a short circuit occurs; investigating the heating  
effect of a current by using a resistance wire; 
observe, record and write about the effect; predict 
or interpret information about other applications

47–48 144 Act. 8 69 32–33 39–41

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 145–146 69 33
Activity

43–44

PLATINUM: Energy transfer in electrical systems

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 150–151 Practical 
task

69–70 34
Activity

44–45

2 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a 
wire; observe and record its effect on a magnetic 
compass; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 145–146 Act. 9 69–70 37–39
Activity

46–50

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch lamp/bulbs; switches; wires; magnetic compasses

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution; investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens; 
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 147–148 Act. 10 70–71 42
Activity

50–53

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; copper(II) chloride

4 Reading about how fuses work 47–48 147–148 Act. 10 70–71 35–36
Activity

41–43

5 Revision;
Extension and remediation worksheet book: Topic 8: 
Worksheets A and B

47–48 152 Revision 73–74 45–50 56–59

6 Practical activity on making an electromagnet 47–48 150 Practical 
task

72 37–43
Activity

48–49
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PLATINUM: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one 
pathway for the current passing through it

49 153 Act. 1 74 52 60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in series, 
the overall current in the circuit decreases

49 154 74 53–55
Activity

63–67

3 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in 
parallel by recording observations in a table: observe 
the effects on the brightness of the light lamp/bulbs

49 154 Act. 2 75 53–57 63–67

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

4 Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects 
of connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 154 Act. 2 75 53–57 63–67

5 Investigating how different metals conduct electricity 
differently; insert different conductors into a series  
circuit

49 155 Act. 3 75 73–74 85–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; switches; resistors (various conducting wires, steel wool or nichrome wires); 
copper wires; steel wires

6 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more 
pathways for the current passing through it

49 157 Act. 5 76 63–64
Activity

73–74

PLATINUM: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Parallel circuits: the overall current increases when 
more resistors are added in parallel; investigating a 
parallel circuit by observing the effects of connecting 
more resistors in parallel into the circuit

49 157 Act. 5 76 63–64
Activity

74–78

2 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in 
parallel by recording observations in a table

49 158 Act. 6 76 64–67
Activity

78–86

3 Other output devices: other complex circuits are  
used for output devices

49 159 Act. 7 77 74–76 87–89

4 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit  
diagram

49 160 Act. 8 77 80
Activity

94

5 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 161 77 90

6 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering;
Revision;
Extension and remediation worksheet book: Topic 9: 
Worksheets A and B

49 162 Revision 78 77
Revision

80–82

90
Revision

94–96
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PLATINUM: Visible light

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  
Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous objects 
such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is transferred by 
radiation

49 163 Act. 1 80–81 84–85 98–101

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

2 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back  
of the pinhole camera

49 164–165 Act. 2 81–82 86–88 101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

3 Light travels through empty space at a speed of  
300 000 kilometres per second

49 165 Act. 3 82 84 98

4 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – the 
rainbow

49 166–167 82 89–93
Activity

104–109

5 Observing and recording the sequence of colours in the 
visible spectrum when light is shone through a triangular 
prism

49 167 Act. 4 82 118–119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

6 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot pass  
through opaque surfaces; drawing diagrams to show  
how shadows are cast by opaque objects

49 168 Act. 5 83 94–97
Activity

109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

PLATINUM: Visible light

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8:  
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque substances 
cast shadows on the side facing away from the light source

50–51 169 Act. 6 83 94–97 109–112

2 Predicting effects of moving the object closer or further 
away from the light source; light passes through  
transparent substances

50–51 169–170 Act. 6 83 94–97 109–112

3 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces of 
some materials; a material has colour because it absorbs 
some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects other 
colours

50–51 171–172 Act. 7 83–84 98–100
Activity

113–115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; light can change its direction when it is 
reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in the 
same direction; drawing a ray diagram to show the change 
in direction of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 173–174 Act. 8 84 101–102 116–117

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected light is 
scattered; drawing a ray diagram to show the changes in 
direction of light rays reflected off a rough surface

50–51 175–176 Act. 9
Act. 10

85 106–107 117–123

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina are 
stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 177–178 Act. 11 86 107–108 123–125
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PLATINUM: Visible light

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Seeing light: impulses travel to the brain and the brain 
interprets them as our perceptions of light

51 179–181 Act 12 87 108–109
Activity

125–127

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by transparent 
substances; demonstrating the change in the direction  
of a light ray (beam) through a parallel sided prism;

51 182 Act. 13
Act. 14 

87–88 112–116 128–136

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

3 A triangular prism is able to refract and disperse white 
light into the colours observed in a rainbow; drawing a 
ray diagram of a triangular prism to show dispersing of 
light

51 183–184 Act. 15 88 118–119 137–138

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a ray 
diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show focusing  
of light

51 185–186 Act. 16 89 120–128
Activity

139–146

5 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 187 128
Activity

146–148

6 Revision and practice test;
Extension and remediation worksheet book: Topic 10: 
Worksheets A and B

51 188–190 Practice 
test

131–138 152–161

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.3 Sasol Inzalo Natural Sciences (Siyavula)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

SASOL INZALO: Static electricity
SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers electrons 47 4–5
Activity

4–6

2 Rub materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and cloth; ruler and paper); observe and 
describe what happens

47 5–6 6–7

3 Electrons move from one material to the other, causing a positive charge on one 
material and a negative charge on the other

47 6–8 8–10

4
5

Like charges repel; unlike charges attract; practical applications 47 8–12
Activity

10–13

6 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 12–15
Activity
Revision

17–19

13–18
Revision

21–23

SASOL INZALO: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuit and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system for transferring electrical energy 
along conducting material

47 20–21
Activity

24–27

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work and has a number of components 
connected together

47 21–22
Activity

28–29

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches; cells/batteries; resistors 47 23
Activity

29–31

5 Components of a circuit 47 24–25
Activity

29–31

6 Components of a circuit; cells and batteries 47 26–27
Activity

31–32

SASOL INZALO: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Resistors and resistance
S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS

pp.
LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Resistors 48 27 33

2 Resistance in a light bulb 48 28–29
Activity

34–36

3 Resistors and output energy 48 29–30
Activity

36–37

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers energy to the particles in a bulb 
filament; can heat a resistance wire; observe, record and write about the effect; 
predict or interpret information about other applications

47–48 30–31
Activity

37–39

5 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat if a short circuit occurs; 
investigate the heating effect of a current by using a resistance wire; read about how 
fuses work

47–48 31–36
Activity

39–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a magnetic field (such as in 
electromagnets); an electric current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 36–38
Activity

43–44
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SASOL INZALO: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a magnetic field (such as in 
electromagnets); an electric current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 38–39
Activity

44

2 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a wire; observe and record its effect 
on a magnetic compass; predict or interpret information about other applications

47–48 39–41
Activity

44–47

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can cause a chemical reaction in 
a solution; investigate electrolysis; observe and record what happens; predict or 
interpret information about other applications

47–48 42–44
Activity

FAT

50–53

4 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can cause a chemical reaction in 
a solution; investigate electrolysis; observe and record what happens; predict or 
interpret information about other applications

47–48 42–44
Activity

50–53

5 Practical activity on making an electromagnet 47–48 40–41
Activity

48–50

6 Revision 47–48 46–50 56–59

SASOL INZALO: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one pathway for the current passing 
through it

49 52–53 60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in series, the overall current in the  
circuit decreases

49 53–55
Activity

63–67

3 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in parallel by recording observations  
in a table; observe the effects on the brightness of the light lamp/bulbs

49 53–57
Activity

63–67

4 Investigate a series circuit by observing the effects of connecting more resistors into 
the circuit

49 53–57
Activity

63–67

5 Investigate how different metals conduct electricity differently; insert different 
conductors into a series circuit

49 57–63
Activity

85–86

6 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more pathways for the current 
passing through it

49 63–67
Activity

73–78

SASOL INZALO: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Parallel circuits: the overall current increases when more resistors are added in 
parallel; investigate a parallel circuit by observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors in parallel into the circuit

49 67–71
Activity

73–78

2 Parallel circuits: the overall current increases when more resistors are added in 
parallel; investigate a parallel circuit by observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors in parallel into the circuit

49 67–72
Activity

73–78

3 Compare different metals in a circuit 49 73–74
Activity

78–84

4 Other output devices: other complex circuits are used for output devices 49 74–76
Activity

87–89

5 Research and write about notable events in the history of electricity in South Africa 
and elsewhere; find out about careers in electrical engineering

49 77 90–91

6 Revision 49 Revision
80–82

Revision
94–96
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SASOL INZALO: Visible light

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  
Radiation; spectrum; transparent and opaque substances

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous objects such as the sun and light 
bulbs, and is transferred by radiation

49 84–85 98–101 

2 Light travels in straight lines; the pinhole camera 49 86–89
Activity

101–103

3 Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the  
back of the pinhole camera; light travels through empty space at a speed of  
300 000 kilometres per second

49 86–89
Activity

103–104

4 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a spectrum of different frequencies 
and wavelengths – the rainbow

49 89–93
Activity

105–106

5 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a spectrum of different frequencies 
and wavelengths – the rainbow

49 89–93
Activity

106–109

6 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot pass through opaque surfaces; 
draw diagrams to show how shadows are cast by opaque objects

49 94–95
Activity

109–112

SASOL INZALO: Visible light

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8:  
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque substances cast shadows on the side 
facing away from the light source

50–51 95–96
Activity

112

2 Opaque, transparent and translucent substances 50–51 97 112

3 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces of some materials; a material 
has colour because it absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects other 
colours

50–51 98–100
Activity

113–115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, including mirrors; light can 
change its direction when it is reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in  
the same direction; draw a ray diagram to show the change in direction of light rays 
at a smooth reflector

50–51 101–105
Activity

116–120

5 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected light is scattered; draw a ray  
diagram to show the changes in direction of light rays reflected off a rough surface

50–51 105–107
Activity

120–125

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter the eye; specialised receptor 
cells in the eye’s retina are stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 107–109 125–127
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SASOL INZALO: Visible light

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS
pp.

LB 
pp.

TG 
pp.

1 Seeing light and colour: impulses travel to the brain and the brain interprets them  
as our perceptions of light

51 100–111
Activity

125–127

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by transparent substances; demonstrate 
the change in the direction of a light ray (beam) through a parallel sided prism

51 111–116
Activity

127–132

3 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by transparent substances; demonstrate 
the change in the direction of a light ray (beam)

51 116–120
Activity

132–139

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; draw a ray diagram of a magnifying glass 
(lens) to show focusing of light

51 120–128
Activity

139–146

5 Discussion about careers in optics, physics, optical transmission of information  
(fibre optics)

51 128–129
Activity

146–149

6 Revision and practice test 51 131–138 152–161

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

Sasol Inzalo Natural Sciences    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.4 Solutions for All Natural Sciences (Macmillan)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Static electricity

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers  
electrons

47 126–127 84–85 4–5 4–6

2 Electrons move from one material to the other, causing  
a positive charge on one material and a negative charge 
on the other; like charges repel; unlike charges attract

47 128–129 Check 
myself

85 4–5
Activity

7–8

3 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 129–130 85 10–11
Activity

9–11

4 Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and cloth; 
ruler and paper); observe and describe what happens

47 131 PA 1 86–87 6–7 8–9

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

5 Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 132 PA 2 87–88 7–8 9–10

6 Revision 47 133–134 Extra 
practice

88 17–19 21–23

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system for 
transferring electrical energy along conducting material;  
a closed circuit is needed to make a device work and has 
a number of components connected together

47 135–136 Check 
myself

89–92
93

20–22
Activity

26–29

3 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches; 
cells/batteries; resistors

47 137–138 94 22
Activity

29

4 Components of a circuit 47 139–140 94 23
Activity

29–30

5 Components of a circuit 47 141 CA 1 94–95 24–25 30–31

6 Electrical circuits 47 141 CA 1 94–95 25 31–37
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3:  
Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 * See 
revision 

exercises

See 
revision 

exercises

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

2 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire

47–48 142–143 95 28–30
Activity

36–38

3 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat 
if a short circuit occurs; observe, record and write 
about the effect; predict or interpret information 
about other applications

47–48 143–144 95 30–32
Activity

38–39

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

4 Reading about how fuses work; observe, record  
and write about the heating effect

47–48 144–145 PA 1 95 34–36
Activity

41–43

5 Observe, record and write about the heating 
effect; predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 144–145 PA 1 95 35–36 41–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 145–147 95 36–39
Activity

44–45

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; magnetic compasses

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 147–148 PA 3 96 40 45–46

2 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a 
wire; observe and record its effect on a magnetic 
compass; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 147–148 PA 3 96 41
Activity

46–50

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution

47–48 148–149 PA 4 97 42
Activity

50–53

4 Effects of an electric current: investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens;  
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 148–149 PA 4 97 43 53

Resources: cells/batteries; copper(II) chloride; beaker; electrodes

5 Effects of electric current 47–48 150 Extra 
practice

98–100 44 53–55

6 Revision 47–48 150 Extra 
practice

98–100 45–50
Revision 
Activity

56–50
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 A series circuit provides only one pathway for the 
current passing through it; a parallel circuit provides 
two or more pathways for the current passing  
through it

49 152–153 Check 
myself

102–104 52 60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in 
series, the overall current in the circuit decreases; 
drawing and interpreting electrical circuit diagrams

49 153–154 104–105 53–57
Activity

63–67

3 Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects 
of connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 155 PA 1 105 53–57 63–67

4 A parallel circuit provides two or more pathways for 
the current passing through it

49 156 105 62–63 73–74

5 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in 
parallel by recording observations in a table

49 157–158 PA 2 106 64–67
Activity

78–86

6 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in 
parallel by recording observations in a table

49 157–158 PA 2 106 68–69
Activity

78–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Input and output devices

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Investigating how different metals conduct 
electricity differently; insert different conductors into 
a series circuit

49 158–159 PA 3 107 73–74 85–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; switches; resistors (various conducting wires, steel wool or nichrome wires); 
copper wires; steel wires

2 Input and output devices 49 159–161 108 74–75 87–89

3 Complex circuits are used for output devices 49 161–162 CA 2 108 75–77
Activity

87–89

4 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 162–163 CA 3 109 77 90

5 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering 49 165–166 77 90

6 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous 
objects such as the sun and light bulbs, and is 
transferred by radiation; light travels through empty 
space at a speed of 300 000 kilometres per second

49 167–169 Check 
myself

111–113
114

84–85 98–101
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Visible light

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

1 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram 
to explain the image formed in the tissue paper at  
the back of the pinhole camera

49 169–172 PA 1 115 86–88
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

2 & 
3

Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image formed 
in the tissue paper at the back of the pinhole camera

49 169–172 PA 1
CA 1

115–116 88–89 101–104

4 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths –  
the rainbow

49 173–174 116–117 89–93 104–109

5 Observing and recording the sequence of colours 
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through  
a triangular prism

49 175–177 PA 2 116–117 118–119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

6 Observing and recording the sequence of colours  
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through  
a triangular prism

49 175–177 PA 2
CA 2

116–117 118–119 137

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Visible light

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8: 
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot 
pass through opaque surfaces; light passes through 
transparent substances; drawing diagrams to show 
how shadows are cast by opaque objects

50–51 177–179 119 94–95
Activity

109–112

2 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque 
substances cast shadows on the side facing away  
from the light source; predicting effects of moving 
the object closer or further away from the light  
source

50–51 179 CA 3 118 96–97 109–112

3 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by 
surfaces of some materials; a material has colour 
because it absorbs some of the colours in the 
spectrum and reflects other colours

50–51 180–182 Check 
myself
CA 4

118–119 98–100
Activity

113–115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most 
surfaces, including mirrors; light can change its 
direction when it is reflected; on smooth surfaces, 
all light is reflected in the same direction; on rough 
surfaces, reflected light is scattered

50–51 182–184 120–121 101–102
Activity

116–117

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Reflection of light: drawing a ray diagram to show 
the change in direction of light rays at a smooth 
reflector

50–51 184 CA 5 120–122 106–107
Activity

117–123

6 Practical Investigation into light 159–163 107–108 123–125
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SOLUTIONS FOR ALL: Visible light

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Seeing light: impulses travel to the brain and the  
brain interprets them as our perceptions of light

51 186 CA 6 122 108–109
Activity

125–127

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances

51 186–189 122 111–112
Activity

127–128

3 Demonstrating the change in the direction of a light 
ray (beam) through a parallel sided prism

51 188–189 PA 3 122–123 112–120
Activity

128–136

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a ray 
diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show focusing 
of light

51 188–189 PA 3 123–124 120–128
Activity

139–146

5 The visible spectrum 51 189–191 Extra 
practice

124–125 131–138
Revision 
Activity

152–161

6 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 192–193 128 146–148

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10: 
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.5 Spot On Natural Sciences (Heinemann)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

SPOT ON: Static electricity 

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons

47 97–98 166–167 4–6
Activity

4–6

2 Electrons move from one material to the other, 
causing a positive charge on one material and a 
negative charge on the other; like charges repel; 
unlike charges attract. Rubbing materials together 
(e.g. Perspex ruler and cloth; ruler and paper); 
observe and describe what happens

47 98–99 PA 1.1 167–169 7–9 7–9

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

3 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 100–101 169 10 9–10

4 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 100–101 PA 2.1 169–170
Resource 22 

171

11–12
Activity

9–10

5 Friction and static electricity 47 172–174
Resources 

23–24
171–174

12–14 11–17

6 Revision 102 RA 2 175 17–19 21–23

SPOT ON: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a 
system for transferring electrical energy along 
conducting material

47 103–104 176–177 20–21 26–27

2 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work 
and has a number of components connected 
together; components of a circuit

47 105
104

PA 1.1 177–178 21–22
Activity

28–29

3 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; 
switches; cells/batteries; resistors

47 106–107 PA 1.2 178 22–23
Activity

29–30

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; 
switches; cells/batteries; resistors

47 106–107 PA 1.2 178 24 30–31

5 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; 
switches; cells/batteries; resistors

47 108–109 PA 1.3 179 25 31–37

6 Electrical circuits 47 110–111 PA 1.4 179–180 26–27 37–38

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams
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SPOT ON: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Electrical circuits 47–48 110–111 PA 1.5 181 27–28 36–37

2 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire

47–48 112–113 Act. 2.1 182 30–31
Activity

37–38

3 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire; observe, record and write about the 
effect; predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 113 PA 2.2 183 29 36–37

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

4 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat 
if a short circuit occurs; observe, record and write 
about the effect

47–48 114 PA 2.3 183 30–31
Activity

37–39

5 Reading about how fuses work; the effect of a fuse 47–48 115 PA 2.4 184 34–36
Activity

41–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 116 36–37
Activity

43–44

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches magnetic compasses

SPOT ON: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 117 PA 2.5 184 38–39
Activity

44–47

2 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a 
wire; observe and record its effect on a magnetic 
compass; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 117 PA 2.5 184 38–39
Activity

44–50

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution

47–48 118–119 PA 2.6 185 41–42 50–51

4 Effects of an electric current: investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens; 
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 118–119 PA 2.6 185 42–43
Activity

51–54

5 Energy transfer in electrical systems 47–48 120 Resource 25 
186–187

46–50 56–59

6 Energy transfer in electrical systems 47–48 120 RA 8 188–189 46–50 56–59
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SPOT ON: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 A series circuit provides only one pathway for 
the current passing through it; a parallel circuit 
provides two or more pathways for the current 
passing through it

49 121–122 190–191 52–53 60–63

2 Practical investigation into resistors
Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in 
series, the overall current in the circuit  
decreases; investigating a series circuit by 
observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors into the circuit (alt)

49 123 FAT 7 192 53–57
Activity

63–67

3 Investigating a series circuit by observing the 
effects of connecting more resistors into the 
circuit (alt)

49 123 FAT 7 192 53–57
Activity

63–67

4 Investigating a series circuit by observing the 
effects of connecting more resistors into the 
circuit (alt)

49 123 FAT 7 192 53–62
Activity

63–72

5 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two  
or more pathways for the current passing 
through it; investigating a parallel circuit by 
observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors into the circuit

49 124 PA 1.1 193 62–63 72–73

6 Compare the effects of resistors in series and 
in parallel by recording observations in a table; 
observe the effects on the brightness of the 
light bulbs

49 125 Act. 1.2 194 63–67 73–78

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors; 

6 Predict or interpret information about other 
applications;

125 Act. 1.3 195 66 78–82

SPOT ON: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits; output devices

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Predict or interpret information about other 
applications

49 125 Act. 1.3 195 74–76
Activity

82–86

2 Other output devices: other complex circuits 
are used for output devices

49 126 196 74–76
Activity

87–89

3 Researching and writing about notable events 
in the history of electricity in South Africa and 
elsewhere

49 127 PA 3.1 197 77 90

4 Researching and writing about notable events 
in the history of electricity in South Africa and 
elsewhere

49 127 PA 3.1 197 77 90

5 Finding out about careers 49 127 Career 
focus

Resource 26  
198

77 90

6 Output devices 49 128 RA 9 199 Revision
80–82

Revision
94–96
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SPOT ON: Visible light

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: Radiation; the spectrum

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous 
objects such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is 
transferred by radiation; light travels through empty 
space at a speed of 300 000 kilometres per second

49 129–130 Act. 1.1 200–202

203

84–85 98–101

2 Light travels in straight lines 49 131 PA 1.2 204 85–87 101–102

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

3 Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image  
formed in the tissue paper at the back of the  
pinhole camera

49 132 PA 1.3 204 88–89
Activity

103

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

4 Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image  
formed in the tissue paper at the back of the  
pinhole camera

49 132–133 PA 1.3 204 88–89
Activity

104

5 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – 
the rainbow

49 134–135 205 89–94
Activity

104–109

6 Observing and recording the sequence of colours 
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through  
a triangular prism

49 136 PA 2.1 205 118–119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

SPOT ON: Visible light

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8: 
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot 
pass through opaque surfaces; light passes through 
transparent substances

50–51 137 Act. 3.1 206 94–97
Activity

109

2 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque 
substances cast shadows on the side facing away  
from the light source

50–51 138–139 PA 3.2 206 94–97 109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

3 Drawing diagrams to show how shadows are cast 
by opaque objects; predicting effects of moving the 
object closer or further away from the light source

50–51 139 PA 3.2 206 98–99 109–112

4 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by 
surfaces of some materials; a material has colour 
because it absorbs some of the colours in the 
spectrum and reflects other colours

50–51 140 PA 4.1 207 98–99 113

5 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most 
surfaces, including mirrors; light can change its 
direction when it is reflected; on smooth surfaces, 
all light is reflected in the same direction; on rough 
surfaces, reflected light is scattered

50–51 141–142 PA 5.1 Resource 27
209–210

99–107
Activity

114–116

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

6 Seeing colours 50–51 143 Act. 6.1 211–212 107–109 123–126
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SPOT ON: Visible light

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances

51 144 PA 7.1 213 111 127

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

2 A triangular prism is able to refract and disperse  
white light into the colours observed in a rainbow; 
drawing a ray diagram of a triangular prism to show 
dispersing of light

51 145 Act. 7.2 214
Resource 28 

215

118–119 127–138

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

3 Drawing a ray diagram of a triangular prism to show 
dispersing of light

51 145 Act. 7.2 214–215 119 127–138

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a  
ray diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show 
focusing of light

51 145 Act. 7.2 214–215 120 139–144

5 Seeing light 51 145 216 121 144–147

6 Visible light: Revision 49–51 145 RA 10 217 
218–221

131–138 152–161

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.6 Step by Step Natural Sciences (Lingua Franca)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

STEP BY STEP: Static electricity

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons

47 80–81 103–105 4
Activity

4–5

2 Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 81 106 6 5–6

3 Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and 
cloth; ruler and paper); observe and describe what 
happens

47 82 Act. 1 107 5 5–6

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

4 Electrons move from one material to the other, 
causing a positive charge on one material and a 
negative charge on the other

47 83 Act. 2 107 7 7–8

5 Electrons move from one material to the other, 
causing a positive charge on one material and a 
negative charge on the other

47 83 Act. 2 107 7 7–10

6 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 10–11
Activity
Revision

17–19

11–15

Revision
21–23

STEP BY STEP: Energy transfer in electrical systems

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system 
for transferring electrical energy along conducting 
material

47 84 108–109 20–21 26–27

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work  
and has a number of components connected 
together

47 108–109 20–21 26–27

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; 
switches; cells/batteries; resistors

47 85 108–109 21–22
Activity

27–29

5 Components of a circuit 47 85 Act. 3 110 22 29–33

6 Components of a circuit 47 86 Act. 4 110 23–24
Activity

33–35
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STEP BY STEP: Energy transfer in electrical systems

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Components of a circuit 47–48 87 Act. 5 110 25
Activity

35–37

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 * 111 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 91–92 Act. 8 112 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

4 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 91–92 Act. 8 112 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

5 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat  
a resistance wire; observe, record and write about 
the effect; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 88–90 Act. 6 110 28–29
Activity

37–39

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

6 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat  
if a short circuit occurs

47–48 90 Act. 7 112 30–32
Activity

40–43

STEP BY STEP: Energy transfer in electrical systems

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an  
electric current can be used for making temporary 
magnets

47–48 93 112 36
Activity

44–45

2 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an  
electric current can be used for making temporary 
magnets

47–48 93 112 34 45–46

3 An electric current can be used for making temporary 
magnets

47–48 94–95 Act. 9 113–114 34 48–50

4 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a wire 47–48 95–96 Act. 10 34 46–47

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; magnetic compasses

5 Observe and record its effect on a magnetic 
compass; predict or interpret information about 
other applications

47–48 96–97 Act. 11 113 37–38
Activity

44–45

6 Effects of an electric current: an electric current 
can cause a chemical reaction in a solution; observe 
and record what happens; predict or interpret 
information about other applications

47–48 97–98 Act. 12 113 42–44
Activity
Revision

46–50

50–53

Revision
56–59

Resources: cells/batteries; copper(II) chloride; beaker; electrodes
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STEP BY STEP: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one pathway 
for the current passing through it

49 99 114 52–53
Activity

60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in series, 
the overall current in the circuit decreases

49 99–100 Act. 13 114 53
Activity

63–67

3 Practical investigation into circuits; investigating a 
series circuit by observing the effects of connecting more 
resistors into the circuit (alt)

49 99–100 Act. 13 114 53–59
Activity

63–67

4 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more 
pathways for the current passing through it

49 100 62 68–72

5 Practical investigation into circuits; 
Parallel circuits: investigating a parallel circuit by 
observing the effects of connecting more resistors in 
parallel into the circuit (alt)

49 101 Act. 14 114–115 63–67
Activity

73–80

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

6 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 49 * 68–70 81–84

STEP BY STEP: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Output devices 49 101–102 Act. 15 115 74–75 87–88

2 Other output devices: other complex circuits are used 
for output devices

49 102 Act. 15 115 75–76
Activity

88–89

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 49 * 75–76
Activity

88–89

4 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 102 115 77 90

5 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering 49 103 116 77 90

6 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 49 104 Act. 16 116 Revision
80–82

Revision
94–96
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STEP BY STEP: Visible light

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  
Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous objects 
such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is transferred by 
radiation

49 105 Act. 17 117 84–85 98–100

2 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 108 Act. 19 118 86–88
Activity

101–104

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

3 Drawing a ray diagram to explain the image formed in 
the tissue paper at the back of the pinhole camera

49 109 Act. 20 118 88–89
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

4 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – the 
rainbow

49 106–107 Act. 18 118 89–93 104–109

5 Observing and recording the sequence of colours in the 
visible spectrum when light is shone through a triangular 
prism

49 * 118 118 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

6 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot pass 
through opaque surfaces; drawing diagrams to show 
how shadows are cast by opaque objects

49 110 Act. 21 118 94–97
Activity

109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

STEP BY STEP: Visible light

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8: 
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque 
substances cast shadows on the side facing away from 
the light source

50–51 111–113 Act. 22 118–119 94–97 109–112

2 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces 
of some materials; a material has colour because it 
absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects 
other colours

50–51 114 Act. 23 119 98–99 112–113

3 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces 
of some materials; a material has colour because it 
absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects 
other colours

50–51 114 Act. 23 119 99–100
Activity

114–115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; light can change its direction when it 
is reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in 
the same direction; drawing a ray diagram to show the 
change in direction of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 115–116 Act. 24.1 119 101–102 116–121

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected light is 
scattered; drawing a ray diagram to show the changes in 
direction of light rays reflected off a rough surface

50–51 116 Act. 24.2 119 101–102 121–123

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina are 
stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 117 Act. 25 119–120 107–109 123–127
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STEP BY STEP: Visible light

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by transparent 
substances; demonstrating the change in the direction 
of a light ray (beam) through a parallel sided prism

51 118–120 Act. 26 120 111–113
Activity

130–134

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

2 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – the 
rainbow

51 106–107 Act. 18 117 113–116 134–138

3 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a ray 
diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show focusing of 
light

51 * 120–121 139–146

4 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 121 120 128–129 146–148

5 Revision 51 122 Q. 1–7 121–122 131–139 152–161

6 Revision 51 122 122–123 131–139 152–161

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.7 Successful Natural Sciences (Oxford University Press)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

SUCCESSFUL: Static electricity

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers  
electrons

47 103–104 78–80 4–5
Activity

4–6

2 Electrons move from one material to the other, causing  
a positive charge on one material and a negative charge 
on the other

47 104–105 80 7–8 7–8

3 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock;  
like charges repel; unlike charges attract

47 105 80 10–11
Activity

11–12

4
5

Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and cloth; 
ruler and paper); observe and describe what happens

47 105 PA 1 81 6–7 9–11

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

6 Current electricity 47 106 82 20–21
Revision

17–20

21–25

SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems
SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system for 
transferring electrical energy along conducting material

47 106–107 82 21–22
Activity

27–29

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work and  
has a number of components connected together

47 107 82 22
Activity

29–30

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches;  
cells/batteries; resistors

47 108–109 82–83 23–26 31–33

5 Components of a circuit 47 109–110 82–83 23–26 33–37

6 Components of a circuit 47 110–111 82–83 23–26 33–37

SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 111 Act. 1 83 24–25 30–31

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 111 Act. 1 83 46–48 56–59

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 * 46–48 56–59

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire; observe, record and write about the 
effect; predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 112–113 PA 1 84 30–32
Activity

37–41

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires
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S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

5 Reading about how fuses work 47–48 113 Act. 2 85–86 34–35 41–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 114–115 Act. 3 86 36–38
Activity

41–42

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; connectors; magnetic compasses

SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 114–115 Act. 3 86–87 40–41 42–44

2 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a wire; 
observe and record its effect on a magnetic compass; 
predict or interpret information about other  
applications

47–48 * 86–87 39
Activity

44–50

3 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution

47–48 116–117 Act. 4 87 41–43
Activity

50–51

4 Effects of an electric current: investigating electrolysis; 
observe and record what happens; predict or interpret 
information about other applications

47–48 116–117 Act. 4 87–88 41–43
Activity

52–53
Revision 

56–59

Resources: cells/batteries; copper(II) chloride; beaker; electrodes

5 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one pathway 
for the current passing through it

47–48 118 PA 1 88–89 52–53
Activity

60–63

6 Practical investigation into resistors in a series circuit: 
Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects of 
connecting more resistors into the circuit

47–48 118–119 PA 1 88–89 53–57
Activity

63–67

SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects of 
connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 119–120 PA 1 88–89 53–57 63–73

2 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more 
pathways for the current passing through it

49 120 90 62–64
Activity

73–74

3 Parallel circuits: the overall current increases when more 
resistors are added in parallel

49 121 PA 2 90–91 64–67
Activity

74–78

4 Practical investigation: investigating a parallel circuit 
by observing the effects of connecting more resistors in 
parallel into the circuit

49 121 PA 2 90–91 64–67
Activity

74–78

5 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in parallel 
by recording observations in a table; observe the effects 
on the brightness of the light bulbs

49 122 Act. 3 91 67–73 78–84

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

6 Investigating how different metals conduct electricity 
differently; insert different conductors into a series circuit

49 123 PA 4 92 73–74
Activity

85–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; switches; resistors (various conducting wires, steel wool or nichrome wires); 
copper wires; steel wires
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SUCCESSFUL: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Investigating how different metals conduct electricity 
differently; insert different conductors into a series circuit

49 123 PA 4 92 73–74 85–86

2 Output devices in complex circuits 49 124 93 74 87–89

3 Other output devices: other complex circuits are used 
for output devices

49 125 93 75–76
Activity

87–89

4 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 126–127 93–94 77
Activity

90

5 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 128 Act. 1 94 77
Activity

90

6 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering;
Revision

49 129 Act. 2 94–95 Revision
80–82

Revision
94–96

SUCCESSFUL: Visible light

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  
Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous 
objects such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is 
transferred by radiation

49 130–131 95 84–85 98
99–101

2 Light travels through empty space at a speed of  
300 000 kilometres per second; light travels in straight 
lines 

49 131 Act. 1 96 86–88
Activity

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

3 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 132–133 Act. 2 96 88–89
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

4 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 132–133 Act. 2 96–97 88–89
Activity

101–104

5 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – the 
rainbow

49 134–135 Example 97–98 89–91 104–109

6 Observing and recording the sequence of colours 
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through a 
triangular prism

49 136–137 Act. 1 98 118–119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

SUCCESSFUL: Visible light

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8: 
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S# CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque 
substances cast shadows on the side facing away 
from the light source; drawing diagrams to show how 
shadows are cast by opaque objects

50–51 138–139 Act. 1 98–99 94–97
Activity

109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes
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S# CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

2 Predicting effects of moving the object closer or 
further away from the light source; light passes through 
transparent substances

50–51 140 Act. 2 100–101 94–97
Activity

109–112

3 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces 
of some materials; a material has colour because it 
absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and 
reflects other colours

50–51 141 101 98–100
Activity

113–115

4 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; light can change its direction when it 
is reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in 
the same direction; drawing a ray diagram to show the 
change in direction of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 142 Act. 1 102 101–102 116–117

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Drawing a ray diagram to show the change in direction 
of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 143–144 Act. 2 102–103 103–107 117–123

6 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected light is 
scattered; drawing a ray diagram to show the changes 
in direction of light rays reflected off a rough surface

50–51 144–145 Act. 3 103–104 103–107 117–123

SUCCESSFUL: Visible light

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina are 
stimulated by specific frequencies

51 146–147 Act. 1 104 107–111 123–125

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by  
transparent substances; demonstrating the change 
in the direction of a light ray (beam) through a parallel 
sided prism

51 148–150 Act. 1 
Act. 2

104–105 111–116 127–138

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

3 A triangular prism is able to refract and disperse white 
light into the colours observed in a rainbow; drawing  
a ray diagram of a triangular prism to show dispersing 
of light

51 151–152 Act. 3 105–108 119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a ray 
diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show focusing 
of light

51 152–154 Act. 4 108–109 120–123
Activity

139–28

5 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 155–156 Act. 1 109–110 128–131
Activity

146–148

6 Revision and exemplar test 51 157–160 Exemplar 
test

144–146 131–138 152–161

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.8 Top Class Natural Sciences (Shuter & Shooter)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

TOP CLASS: Static electricity

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons

47 103–104 53–54 4–5
Activity

4–6

2 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 105 53–54 10–15
Activity

13–16

3 Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and 
cloth; ruler and paper); observe and describe what 
happens; Like charges repel; unlike charges attract

47 106 Act. 7.1 54–55 4–5 4–6

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

4 Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and 
cloth; ruler and paper); observe and describe what 
happens; Like charges repel; unlike charges attract

47 106 Act. 7.1 54–55 6–7 6–8

5 Electrons move from one material to the other, causing 
a positive charge on one material and a negative  
charge on the other

47 106 Questions 
for revision

54–55 6–7 8–11

6 Circuits and current electricity 47 107 54–55 Revision
17–19

Revision
21–23

TOP CLASS: Energy transfer in electrical systems

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system 
for transferring electrical energy along conducting 
material

47 108 55–56 20–22
Activity

26–27

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work and 
has a number of components connected together

47 108 55–56 20–22
Activity

27–28

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches; 
cells/batteries; resistors

47 109–111 WS 8.1 101 22–26 28–29

5 Components of a circuit 47 109–111 WS 8.1 101 22–26 29–32

6 Components of a circuit 47 109–111 WS 8.1 101 22–26 32–37
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TOP CLASS: Energy transfer in electrical systems

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 112 Act. 8.1 57 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams

2 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 112 Act. 8.1 57 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

3 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit 
diagram

47–48 * See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

4 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers 
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire

47–48 112–113 57 30–33
Activity

37–38

5 Reading about how fuses work 47–48 115 Act. 8.2 58 34–35 41–43

6 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat 
if a short circuit occurs; investigating the heating 
effect of a current by using a resistance wire; 
observe, record and write about the effect; predict 
or interpret information about other applications

47–48 113 115 Act. 8.3 58 31–32
Activity

38–39

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

TOP CLASS: Energy transfer in electrical systems

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a wire 47–48 113,  
115–116

Act. 8.4 59 36–38
Activity

43–44

2 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 115–116 Extra 
activity 

8.1

92
61–62

39–41
Activity

46–50

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; copper wires; steel wires; magnetic compasses

3 Effects of an electric current: investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens; 
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 116 Act 8.5 59–60 42–44
Activity

50–53

4 Effects of an electric current: investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens; 
predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 116 Act 8.5
WS 8.2

102 42–44
Activity

50–53

Resources: cells/batteries; copper(II) chloride; beaker; electrodes

5 Revision 47–48 117 Q. 1–2 60 46–50 56–59

6 Revision 47–48 117 Q. 3–4 61 46–50 56–59
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TOP CLASS: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one 
pathway for the current passing through it

49 118 63 52–53 60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in 
series, the overall current in the circuit decreases; 
investigating a series circuit by observing the effects 
of connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 119 Act. 9.1 64 53–57
Activity

63–67

3 Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects 
of connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 119 Act. 9.1 64 58–62
Activity

67–69

4 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more 
pathways for the current passing through it

49 119–120 Act. 9.2 65 63–67
Activity

70–80

5 Investigating a parallel circuit by observing the effects 
of connecting more resistors in parallel into the circuit

49 120 Act. 9.2 65 63–67
Activity

70–80

6 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in 
parallel by recording observations in a table; observe 
the effects on the brightness of the light bulbs

49 121 Act. 9.3 9.3 68–72 80–87

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

TOP CLASS: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit  
diagram

49 * See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

2 Investigating how different metals conduct electricity 
differently; insert different conductors into a series 
circuit

49 121–122 Act. 9.4 66 73–74
Activity

85–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; switches; resistors (various conducting wires, steel wool or nichrome wires); 
copper wires; steel wires

3 Other output devices: other complex circuits are  
used for output devices

49 122–123 67 74–76
Activity

87–89

4 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 123 9.5 67 77
Activity

90

5 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering 49 123 9.6 WS 9.1
103

77
Activity

90

6 Revision 49 124 Q. 1–3 67–68 80–83 94–96
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TOP CLASS: Visible light

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  
Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous 
objects such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is 
transferred by radiation; light travels through empty 
space at a speed of 300 000 kilometres per second

49 125 69 84–85 98–101

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

2 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 126 Act 10.1 70 86–89
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

3 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths –  
the rainbow

49 126–127 Act 10.2 71 89–91 104–109

4 Observing and recording the sequence of colours 
in the visible spectrum when light is shone through a 
triangular prism

49 127 Act. 10.2 71 119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

5 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot pass 
through opaque surfaces

49 127–128 Act. 10.3 71–72 94–97 109–112

6 Drawing diagrams to show how shadows are cast by 
opaque objects

49 128 Act. 10.3 71–72 94–97 109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

TOP CLASS: Visible light

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8:  
Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Predicting effects of moving the object closer or 
further away from the light source; light passes through 
transparent substances

50–51 128 Act. 10.4 72 94–97 109–112

2 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces  
of some materials; a material has colour because it 
absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects 
other colours

50–51 128–129 72 98–100 113–115

3 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; light can change its direction when it is 
reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in the 
same direction

50–51 129–131 Act. 10.5 73–74 101–105 116–121

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

4 Drawing a ray diagram to show the change in direction  
of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 131–132 Act. 10.5 73–74 106–107
Activity

121–122

5 Practical activity on drawing a ray diagram to show the 
changes in direction of light rays reflected off a rough 
surface 

50–51 131–132 Act. 10.6 73–74 107
Activity

121–122

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina are 
stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 133 74 107–111
Activity

123–127
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TOP CLASS: Visible light

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Seeing light: impulses travel to the brain and the brain 
interprets them as our perceptions of light

51 133–134 Act. 10.7 74 107–111 123–127

2 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances; demonstrating the change 
in the direction of a light ray (beam) through a parallel 
sided prism

51 135

136

Act. 10.8

Act. 10.9

75 111–116
Activity

128–138

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

3 A triangular prism is able to refract and disperse white 
light into the colours observed in a rainbow; drawing a 
ray diagram of a triangular prism to show dispersing of 
light

51 136 Act. 10.10 
A

75 118–119
Activity

137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

4 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a ray 
diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show focusing 
of light

51 136 Act. 10.10 
B

75–76 120–123
Activity

139–145

5 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 136 Act. 10.11 76 128 146–148

6 Revision 51 137 Q. 1–3 76–77 131–138 152–161

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10: Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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1.9 Via Afrika Natural Sciences (Via Afrika)

Note: Remember to plan time for the project to be explained, done assessed and for feedback to be given. You will 
have to use some time allocated to other purposes for this work.

VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: Friction and static electricity 

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Friction: friction between two materials transfers 
electrons; electrons move from one material to the  
other

47 101–102 72–73 4–5
Activity

4–6

2 Electrons move from one material to the other, causing 
a positive charge on one material and a negative charge 
on the other

47 102 74–75 6–7 7–8

3
4

Rubbing materials together (e.g. Perspex ruler and  
cloth; ruler and paper); observe and describe what 
happens

47 103 Act. 1 75–76 6–7
Activity

7–8

Resources: Learner’s Books and reference materials; video clips from the internet; plastic or Perspex rods or rulers; pieces 
of wool/nylon/silk fabric; small pieces of paper

5 Like charges repel; unlike charges attract 47 103–104 75–76 9–10 9–11

6 A discharge of electrons causes a spark or shock 47 104–105 Ex. 1 76–77 10–15
Activity
Revision 

17–19

11–15

Revision 
21–23

VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Circuits and current electricity

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1
2

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a system  
for transferring electrical energy along conducting 
material

47 106 78–79 20–21
Activity

26–27

3 A closed circuit is needed to make a device work and 
has a number of components connected together

47 106 79–80 22 28–29

4 Components of a circuit: conducting wires; switches; 
cells/batteries; resistors

47 106–107 80 22–23 29–30

5 Components of a circuit 47 107 80 23–30 30–37

6 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47 108–109 Ex. 1 80–81 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

Resources: electrical circuit diagrams
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VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Circuit diagrams and effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing and interpreting an electrical circuit diagram 47–48 108–109 Ex. 1 80 See Resource 6.1 
in Section C of this 

planner

2 Effects of an electric current: a current transfers  
energy to the particles in a bulb filament; can heat a 
resistance wire

47–48 109–110 81 30–32 37–39

3 Effects of an electric current; investigating the  
heating effect of a current by using a resistance wire

47–48 110–111 Act. 1 80–81 30–32
Activity

37–39

4 Effects of an electric current: circuits can overheat if  
a short circuit occurs; investigating the heating effect  
of a current by using a resistance wire

47–48 111–112 Act. 2 81 30–32
Activity

37–39

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; torch bulbs; switches; resistors (steel wool or nichrome wire); copper wires;  
steel wires

5 Investigating the heating effect of a current by using a 
resistance wire; reading about how fuses work

47–48 112 Act. 2 81 34–36
Activity

39–43

6 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 112–113 Act. 3 82 36–38
Activity

44

VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: Effects of an electric current

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Effects of an electric current: a current causes a 
magnetic field (such as in electromagnets); an electric 
current can be used for making temporary magnets

47–48 114 Act. 4 82 36–38
Activity

44–45

2 Practical investigation into the magnetic effect of a 
current in a wire; observe and record its effect on a 
magnetic compass; predict or interpret information 
about other applications

47–48 114–115 Act. 5
FAT

82–84 37–38
Activity

46–48

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; connecting wires; magnetic compasses

3 Investigate the magnetic effect of a current in a wire 47–48 115 Ex. 2 84 39–41
Activity

49–50

4 Effects of an electric current: an electric current can 
cause a chemical reaction in a solution

47–48 116–117
Act. 6

84–85 41–44 50–53

5 Effects of an electric current: investigating 
electrolysis; observe and record what happens

47–48 116–117 Act. 6 85 41–44 50–53

Resources: cells/batteries; copper(II) chloride; beaker; electrodes

6 Predict or interpret information about other 
applications

47–48 117 Ex. 3 85–86 Revision 
46–50

Revision 
56–59
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VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Series and parallel circuits

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Series circuits: a series circuit provides only one 
pathway for the current passing through it

49 118–119 87–88 52–53 60–63

2 Series circuits: every time a resistor is added in series, 
the overall current in the circuit decreases

49 118–119 Act. 1 88–89 53–63
Activity

63–73

3 Investigating a series circuit by observing the effects  
of connecting more resistors into the circuit

49 119 Act. 1 88–89 53–63
Activity

63–73

4 Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides two or more 
pathways for the current passing through it

49 119–120 Act. 2 89–90 62–67 73–81

5 Parallel circuits: the overall current increases when  
more resistors are added in parallel; investigating a 
parallel circuit by observing the effects of connecting 
more resistors in parallel into the circuit

49 120 Act. 2 89–90 62–67 73–81

6 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in parallel 
by recording observations in a table

49 121 Act. 3 90–91 67–71 82–84

VIA AFRIKA: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Series and parallel circuits; output devices

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Compare the effects of resistors in series and in parallel 
by recording observations in a table

49 121 Act. 3 90–91 67–72 82–84

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; lamps and other resistors

2 Investigating how different metals conduct electricity 
differently; insert different conductors into a series  
circuit

49 122 Act. 4 91–92 73–74 85–86

Resources: cells/batteries; circuit boards; switches; resistors (various conducting wires, steel wool or nichrome wires); 
copper wires; steel wires

3 Other output devices: other complex circuits are used 
for output devices

49 123 92 74–76 87–89

4 Researching and writing about notable events in the 
history of electricity in South Africa and elsewhere

49 124–125 Act. 5 92 77 90

5 Finding out about careers in electrical engineering 49 77 90

6 Revision 49 125 Ex. 1 92–93 80–83 94–96
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VIA AFRIKA: Visible light
VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7:  

Radiation, spectrum, opaque and transparent substances 
S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  

assessment tasks
CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Radiation of light: light is emitted from luminous objects 
such as the Sun and light bulbs, and is transferred by 
radiation; light travels through empty space at a speed  
of 300 000 kilometres per second

49 126 93–95 84–85 98–101

2 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 126–127 Act. 1 96 86–89
Activity

101–104

Resources: pin; tinfoil (to make a pinhole camera); light source

3 Light travels in straight lines; drawing a ray diagram to 
explain the image formed in the tissue paper at the back 
of the pinhole camera

49 126–127 Act. 1 96 86–89
Activity

101–104

Resources: video clips from the internet about the electromagnetic spectrum; pinhole camera (if available); cardboard box 
(shoe box); tissue paper; glue

4 Spectrum of visible light: white light consists of a 
spectrum of different frequencies and wavelengths – the 
rainbow

49 128–129 Act. 2 96–97 89–93 104–109

5 Observing and recording the sequence of colours in the 
visible spectrum when light is shone through a triangular 
prism

49 129 Act. 2 96–97 118–119 137

Resources: light source; cardboard with narrow slit; triangular prism

6 Opaque and transparent substances: light cannot pass 
through opaque surfaces; drawing diagrams to show  
how shadows are cast by opaque objects

49 130–131 Act. 3 97 94–97 109–112

Resources: light source; cut-out cardboard shapes

VIA AFRIKA: Visible light
VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 8:  

Opaque and transparent substances; absorption and reflection
S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  

assessment tasks
CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Opaque and transparent substances: opaque 
substances cast shadows on the side facing away from  
the light source

50–51 130–131 Act. 3 97 94–97
Activity

109–112

2 Absorption of light: light can be absorbed by surfaces  
of some materials; a material has colour because it 
absorbs some of the colours in the spectrum and reflects 
other colours

50–51 131–132 Act. 4 98 98–100 113–115

3 Reflection of light: light is reflected off most surfaces, 
including mirrors; light can change its direction when it is 
reflected; on smooth surfaces, all light is reflected in the 
same direction

50–51 132–133 Act. 5 98–99 101–106
Activity

116–120

4 Drawing a ray diagram to show the change in direction  
of light rays at a smooth reflector

50–51 133 Act. 5 98–99 106–107
Activity

121–122

Resources: mirror; light source; aluminium foil

5 Reflection of light: on rough surfaces, reflected light is 
scattered; drawing a ray diagram to show the changes in 
direction of light rays reflected off a rough surface

50–51 134 98 107 122–123

6 Seeing light: the frequencies that are reflected enter 
the eye; specialised receptor cells in the eye’s retina are 
stimulated by specific frequencies

50–51 134–135 99 107–110 123–127
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VIA AFRIKA: Visible light

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 9: Seeing light and refraction

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act. 

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances

51 135–137 Act. 6 99–100 111–112 127–128

2 Demonstrating the change in the direction of a light 
ray (beam) through a parallel sided prism

51 136 Act. 6 99–100 112–120
Activity

125–138

Resources: reference materials; video clips from the internet; parallel sided prism; light source; cardboard with a narrow slit 
or glass; pencil or ruler; clear container with water

3 A lens is able to refract and focus light; drawing a  
ray diagram of a magnifying glass (lens) to show 
focusing of light

51 137 100 120–129
Activity

138–145

4 Discussing about careers in optics, physics, optical 
transmission of information (fibre optics)

51 * 128–129 146–147

5 Revision 51 138–139 Summary 100–101 129–138 150–161

6 Revision and exemplar test 51 140–141 Exemplar 
test

101–102 131–138 152–161

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 10:  
Revision and end-of-term test – plan your week

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 11: Review and remediation of test
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2.1 Pelican Natural Sciences (Global MBD Africa Publishing) 

PELICAN: The Sun

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The sun and the solar system

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 211–213 IA 137–138 144–145
* Activity

164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into 
helium gas

53 213–215 145–153 164–168

3 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 215 139
CA 1

153–156
* Activity

186–197

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 215–216 IA 141–142 153–156
* Activity

177–178

5 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 216–217 * 153–156
* Activity

178–186

6 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 218–220 Act. I 140–141 153–156 178–180

PELICAN: The Solar System

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 218–220 Act. I
IA

140–141
141–142

156 181

2 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 221–222 IA 141–142 156–170
* Activity

186–199

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 224 Act. II 140–141 171–174
* Activity

199–200

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; dwarf planets, moons, asteroids, and many 
distant icy and dusty objects

53 224–225 IA 141–142 174–178
* Activity

200–207

5 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth 
is the only planet that is known to support life

53 225–226 IA 144–145 178–181 207–212

6 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun 53 * 181–183
* Activity

207–212
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PELICAN: The Solar System

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 230 In the Labs 140 Revision
185–187

216–217

2 The Solar System 55 231 Investigate Revision
185–187

216–217

3 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars 
held together by their mutual gravity

54 232–233 149–150 188–189
* Activity

219–224

4 The Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral 
with many arms

54 233–234
IA

CA I
153–154

189–191
* Activity

225–226

5 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy and placing our Solar System in the outer 
edges of the spiral to show its location in the 
galaxy

54 237 Act. I
IA

152 191–192
* Activity

226

6 A galaxy is a collection of stars 54 237–238 Act. II 152–153 192–193 224–225

PELICAN: Beyond the Solar System

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy; Our nearest star

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 A galaxy is a collection of stars 54 237–238 Act. II 152–153 192–193
* Activity

226

2 The size of the observable Universe is estimated 
to be about 28 billion light years

54 237–238 151
CA II

192–193
* Activity

226

3 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to 
Earth; the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest 
easily visible star to the Sun

54 239
IA

153–154
162 or 163

194–194 226–229

4 Light years, light hours and light minutes: 
people use light years to measure distances to 
stars and other objects beyond the Solar System

54 239–240
IA

153–154
162 or 163

194–199
* Activity

229–236

5 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way 
Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies scattered 
across the Universe

54 240–241
IA

153–154
162 or 163

201–205 236–239

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy 54 245 Application 
Exercise

156–157 205–206
Revision
209–211

239–246
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PELICAN: Beyond the Solar System

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: 
Our nearest star; Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Early viewing of space: people can see 
planets and stars in the night sky

55 246–247 158–159 153–154 212–217 252–254

2 Stars can be arranged into visible 
constellations

55 247–248 * 212–217 252–254

3 Stars can be arranged into visible 
constellations; different cultures have 
identified and named certain constellations

55 248–250 * 212–217 252–254
* Activity

4 Stars can be arranged into visible 
constellations

55 250 Act. I See Resource 6.2 in 
Section C of this planner

5 Stars can be arranged into visible 
constellations; some constellations have 
stories linked to them

55 250–251 160
CA I 

See Resource 6.2 in 
Section C of this planner

6 Stars can be arranged into visible 
constellations; different cultures have 
identified and named certain constellations; 
some constellations have stories linked to 
them

55 251 * 217–218 See  
Resource 6.2 
in Section C  

of this planner

PELICAN: Beyond the Solar System

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Looking into space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to  
identify a few easily recognisable 
constellations such as the Southern Cross, 
Orion and also the planets

55 252 Act. II 161–162 217–218
* Activity

256–257

2 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to  
identify a few easily recognisable 
constellations such as the Southern Cross, 
Orion and also the planets

55 252 Act. II 161–162 217–218
* Activity

256–257

3 Constellations 55 261 Ex. C 1–10 217–218
* Activity

258–259

4 Telescopes: people can see more details in 
the sky when they use a telescope

535 253–254 218–223
* Activity

259–261

5 There are different types of telescopes 
including: optical telescopes; the Hubble 
Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 254–257 IA 223–235
* Activity

264–281

6 Telescopes 55 262 Application
Exercise

Revision
241–242

Revision
286–287

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

PELICAN NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.2 Platinum Natural Sciences (Maskew Miller Longman)

PLATINUM: The Solar System

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large amounts 
of heat and light continuously

53 191 Act. 1 92–93 144–145 164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into  
helium gas

53 192–193 93 146–152 169–171

3 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into helium 
gas

53 193 Act. 2 94 146–152 171–177

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 194–195 Act. 3 94 153–154 177–178

5 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 194–195 Act. 3 94 154–159 178–180

6 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 200–201 Act. 4 95 155–156 181–186

PLATINUM: The Solar System

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 200–201 Act. 4 95–96 155–156 181–186

2 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 202–203 PT (A) 97 163–168 187–197

3 Comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System

53 202–203 PT (B) 97 171–78 199–207

4 The Earth is the only planet that is known to support life 53 206–207 98 178–182 207–212

5 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal  
for life

53 204–205 Act. 5
Act. 6

98 178–182 207–212

6 The Solar System
Topic 11 Target worksheets A and B
Extension and remediation worksheet book

53 Revision
185–187

Revision
216–217
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PLATINUM: The Solar System

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: The Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the Milky 
Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars held together 
by their mutual gravity

54 209 Act. 1 100–101 188–189 218–224

2 Our Sun is only one of billions of stars in the Milky Way 
Galaxy; the Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral 
with many arms; our Sun is located towards the edge of 
the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the spiral arms

54 210–211 100 190–191 218–224

3 Demonstrating the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy with a 
spiral shape

54 211 Act. 2 101 192–193 225–226

4 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 212 Act. 3 102 191–192 224–225

5 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 212 Act. 3 102 191–192 224–225

6 Our Sun is located towards the edge of the Milky Way 
Galaxy in one of the spiral arms

54 212 Act. 4 102 193–194 225

PLATINUM: Beyond the Solar System

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: 
Our nearest star; Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth;  
the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily visible 
star to the Sun

54 214 102 193–194 226–229

2 Alpha Centauri is 4,2 light years away from our Solar 
System

54 215 Act. 5 103 193–194 226–229

3 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and other 
objects beyond the Solar System

54 216 Act. 6 103 194–199 229–236

4 Light years, light hours and light minutes 54 218 Act. 7 103–104 194–199 229–236

5 Light years, light hours and light minutes 54 219 Act. 8 104 194–199 229–236

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way Galaxy 
is only one of billions of galaxies scattered across the 
Universe

54 220–221 104 201–206 236–239
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PLATINUM: Beyond the Solar System

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The size of the observable Universe is estimated to 
be about 28 billion light years; beyond the Milky Way 
Galaxy 

54 222 Act. 9 104–105 201–206 236–239

2 The solar system and beyond
Extension and remediation worksheet book
Target worksheets A and B

54 203–207
Revision
209–211

240–249
Revision
250–251

3 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 225–227 Act. 1 106–107 212–214 252–255

4 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations; some constellations have stories linked 
to them

54 227 106 217–218 258–259

5 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few 
easily recognisable constellations such as the Southern 
Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 228–230 Act. 2 107 212–217 256–257

6 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 231 Act. 3
Act. 4

108 218–223 259–264

PLATINUM: Looking into space

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Early viewing of space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 234–236 108–109 223–235 262–281

2 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 233 Act. 5 108 236–238 282–283

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 233 Act. 5 108 236–238 282–283

4 Drawing with labels to explain how a telescope works 55 237 Act. 6 109 236 282–283

5 Drawing with labels to explain how a telescope works 55 237 Act. 6 109 236 281–282

6 Viewing of space and telescopes
Extension and remediation worksheet book
Target worksheets A and B

55 Revision
241–242

Revision
286–287

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

PLATINUM NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.3 Sasol Inzalo Natural Sciences (Siyavula) 

SASOL INZALO: The Solar System

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large amounts of heat and light 
continuously

53 144–145 164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear reactions during which 
hydrogen gas changes into helium gas

53 146–153 169–177

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the Sun; planets, moons, 
asteroids, and many distant icy and dusty objects

53 153–159 178–186

4 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 159–164 190–192

5 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 159–164 190–192

6 Comparing and writing about the conditions on other planets in our Solar System 53 165–169 193–197

SASOL INZALO: The Solar System

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the Sun 53 171–178 199–206

2 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 155–156 181–182

3 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 155–156 181–182

4 Presenting a fact sheet about any object found in our Solar System 53 171–178 199–207

5 Presenting a fact sheet about any object found in our Solar System 53 171–178 199–207

6 Earth’s position in the Solar System: the Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the 
Earth is the only planet that is known to support life

53 178–180 199–207

SASOL INZALO: The Solar System

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: The Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are idea for life 53 180–182 207–211

2 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal for life 53 180–182 211–213

3 Our Solar System is in the Milky Way Galaxy 54 Revision
185–187
188–190
190–191

Revision
216–217

4 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a 
collection of stars held together by their mutual gravity

54 190–191 218–221

5 Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral with many arms; our Sun is located 
towards the edge of the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the spiral arms;

54 190–191 221–223

6 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy and placing our Solar 
System in the outer edges of the spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 191–192 224–225
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SASOL INZALO: Beyond the Solar System

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4:  
Our nearest star; Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy and placing our  
Solar System in the outer edges of the spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 192–193 225–226

2 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth; The star called  
Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily visible star to the Sun

54 193–194 226–229

3 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people use light years to measure 
distances to stars and other objects beyond the Solar System

54 194–201 229–236

4 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way Galaxy is only one of billions of 
galaxies scattered across the Universe

54 201–204 236–239

5 The size of the observable Universe is estimated to be about 28 billion light years; 
beyond the Milky Way Galaxy

54 204–206 241–246

6 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and stars in the night sky 55 Revision
209–212

Revision
250–251

SASOL INZALO: Beyond the Solar System

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and stars in the night sky 55 212–213 252–254

2 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; different cultures have identified 
and named certain constellations

55 213–214 255–256

3 Some constellations have stories linked to them 55 217–218 258–259

4 Some constellations have stories linked to them 55 217–218 258–259

5 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few easily recognisable 
constellations such as the Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 214–216 256–258

6 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few easily recognisable 
constellations such as the Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 214–216 256–258

SASOL INZALO: Looking into space

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Early viewing of space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment tasks CAPS 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky when they use a telescope 55 218–220 259–261

2 There are different types of telescopes including: optical telescopes;  
the Hubble Space telescope; SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 230–236 264–280

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, explaining how it is used and 
noting the most important information it has captured

55 238 282–283

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, explaining how it is used and 
noting the most important information it has captured

55 238 282–283

5 Discussing the many opportunities in South Africa for careers in astronomy 55 235 280

6 Revision 55 241–242 286–287

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

SASOL INZALO NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.4 Solutions for All Natural Sciences (Macmillan)

SOLUTIONS: The Solar System

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 195 Check
myself

126–128 144–145 164–169

2 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 195 * 129 146–152 169–176

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets

53 196–197 129 153–156 176–183

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 200–201 129 171–178 183–186

5 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 202–204 PA 1A 129–130 155–156 178–180

6 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 202–204 PA 1B 129–130 155–156 178–180

SOLUTIONS: The Solar System

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 202–204 PA 
Questions

129–130 156–157 181–182

2 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 204–205 CA 1 130–131 159–164 186–190

3 The Earth’s position in the solar system 53 206 131–132 178–180 207–208

4 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth 
is the only planet that is known to support life

53 206–207 131–132 180–183 207–208

5 Comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System including their 
special features

53 207–209 32 132
Challenge

165–169 193–197

6 Comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System including their 
special features

53 207–209 32 132 165–169 193–197
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SOLUTIONS: The Solar System

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal 
for life

53 209 CA 2 132 178–182 210–212

2 The Solar System 53 209–210 Extra 
practice

133 Revision
185–187

Revision
216–217

3 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars held 
together by their mutual gravity

54 212–213 Check 
myself

134–136 188–189 218–221

4 Our Sun is only one of billions of stars in the Milky 
Way Galaxy; the star called Alpha Centauri is the 
nearest easily visible star to the Sun

54 214–216 137 193–194 226–229

5 The Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral with 
many arms; our Sun is located towards the edge of 
the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the spiral arms

54 216–217 PA 1 137–138 189–191 221–222

6 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy and placing our Solar System in the outer 
edges of the spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 216–217 PA 1 137–138 191–192 224–225

SOLUTIONS: Beyond the Solar System

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: 
The Milky Way and light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth; 
the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily 
visible star to the Sun and is 4,2 light years away from 
our Solar Syste

54 138 193–194 226–229

2 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and 
other objects beyond the Solar System

54 217–218 138 194–199 229–234

3 The Milky Way Galaxy 54 219–220 CA 1
Challenge

139
140

194–199 229–234

4 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way 
Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies scattered 
across the Universe

54 220 Extra
practice

140 201–207
Revision
209–211

236–239
Revision
250–251

5 Looking into space 54 222–223 141–142 212–214 252–254

6 Early viewing of space: people can see planets 
and stars in the night sky; stars can be arranged into 
visible constellations

54 223–224 Check
myself

143 212–214 254–256
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SOLUTIONS: Beyond the Solar System

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: The Milky Way and looking into space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Early viewing of space: people can see planets 
and stars in the night sky; different cultures have 
identified and named certain constellations

54 225–226 144 214–217 256–257

2 Early viewing of space: people can see planets 
and stars in the night sky; some constellations have 
stories linked to them

54 227 * 144 214–217 256–257

3 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 230 CA 1 144–145 214–217 256–257

4 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 230 CA 1 144–145 214–217 256–257

5 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations 55 * 217–218 258

6 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 230 PA 1 145–146 217–218 255–257

SOLUTIONS: Looking into space

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Early viewing of space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 230 PA 1 145–147 See Resource 6.2 
in Section C of this 

planner

2 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 231 147–148 218–220 259–261

3 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 231–237 Challenge
148

220–225 264–269

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55  237 CA 2 148 225–238 282–283

5 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55  237 CA 2 148 225–238 282–283

6 Viewing of space and telescopes 55 238 Extra 
practice

149 241–242 286–287

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.5 Spot On Natural Sciences (Heinemann) 

SPOT ON: The Solar System

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 147–148 222 144–145 164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into 
helium gas

53 149 Act. 1.1 223 145–153 169–173

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 150–151 TG
Resource 30

224 153–154 177–180

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 150–151 TG
Resource 31

225 155–156 181–182

5 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System; 
comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System

53 152 227 156–170 186–191

6 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System; 
comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System

53 152 227 156–170 186–191

SPOT ON: The Solar System

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun

53 153 Act. 2.1 228 171–178 199–207

2 The conditions on Earth are ideal for life 53 229 178–180 208–211

3 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth 
is the only planet that is known to support life

53 154 Act. 3.1 229 178–180 207–208

4 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal 
for life

53 155 Act. 3.2 230–231 181–183 211–212

5 The Solar System 53 156 RA 11 232 185–187 216–217

6 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars 
held together by their mutual gravity

54 157–158 233–234 188–189 218–219
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SPOT ON: The Solar System

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System
S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  

assessment tasks
CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Our Sun is only one of billions of stars in the Milky 
Way Galaxy; the Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of 
a spiral with many arms; our Sun is located towards 
the edge of the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the  
spiral arms

54 158 233–234 190–191 220–222

2 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy and placing our Solar System in the outer 
edges of the spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 159 Act. 1.1 234 191 224–226

3 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to  
Earth; the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest 
easily visible star to the Sun

54 160 Resource 33 
235

191–193 226–229

4 Alpha Centauri is 4,2 light years away from our  
Solar System

54 160–161 Act. 2.1 236 193–194 226–229

5 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and 
other objects beyond the Solar System

54 161 Act. 2.2 236 194–201 229–235

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way 
Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies scattered 
across the Universe

54 Act. 3.1 236 201–202 236–241

SPOT ON: Beyond the Solar System

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy; Our nearest star
S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  

assessment tasks
CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The size of the observable Universe is estimated to 
be about 28 billion light years; beyond the Milky Way 
Galaxy

54 163 Act. 3.1 237 203–207 241–245

2 Beyond the Solar System 54 164 RA 12 239 209–211 250–251

3 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 165–166 Act. 1.1 241 212 252–254

4 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 166 Act. 1.1 241 212 254

5
&
6

Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 167–169 242 212–214 254–255
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SPOT ON: Beyond the Solar System

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: 
Our nearest star; Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations 55 170 242 214–217 255–256

2 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 171 Act. 2.1 242 214–217 255–256

3 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 171 Act. 2.1 242 214–217 255–256

4 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 171 Act. 2.1 242 See Resource 6.2 
in Section C of this 

planner

5 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations

55 172 Act. 2.2 242
Resource 35

243

217–218 258–259

6 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 174–175 Act. 3.1 244 218–220 259–269

SPOT ON: Looking into space

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Early viewing of space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 174–175 Act. 3.1 244 220–225 260–264

2 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 176 Resource 36 
246

225–237 264–281

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 177 Act. 4.1 245 238 282–283

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 177 Act. 4.1 245 238 283–283

5 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 177 Act. 4.1 245 238 282–283

6 Viewing of space and telescopes 55 178 RA 13 247 241–242 286–287

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

SPOT ON NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.6 Step by Step Natural Sciences (Lingua Franca)

STEP BY STEP: The Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large amounts 
of heat and light continuously

53 123–124 125 144–153 164–169

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into  
helium gas

53 125–126 Act. 1 127 144–153 169–171

3 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions 

53 127 Act. 2 127 144–154 171–177

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 128 Act. 3 128 153–154 177–180

5 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 129–130 Act. 4 128 153–154 180–186

6 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 130–131 Act. 5 129 153–154 186–190

STEP BY STEP: The Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, comets, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 132–133 Act. 6 129 156–169 193–197

2 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System; 
comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System

53 133–134 Act. 7 130 159–164 191–192

3 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System; 
comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System

53 133–134 Act. 7 130 159–164 101–192

4 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun

53 134 Act. 8 130, 140 171–178 199–207

5 Gravity is the force that keeps all these objects in their 
stable, predictable orbits around the Sun

53 135 * 130 171–178 199–207

6 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth is the 
only planet that is known to support life

53 136 131, 143 178–180 208–212
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STEP BY STEP: The Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Solar System: constructing a model of the 
Solar System showing relative distances of the 
planets from the Earth and relative sizes of planets

53 137–138 Act. 
pp. 137–138

131 155–156 178–180

2 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 137–138 Act. 
pp. 137–138

131 155–156 181–182

3 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 137–138 Act. 
pp. 137–138

131 155–156 181–182

4 Comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System including their 
special features

54 139 Act. 10 131 181–182 183–186

5 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars 
held together by their mutual gravity

54 140 Act. 11 132 188 218–219

6 The Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral with 
many arms; our Sun is located towards the edge 
of the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the spiral arms; 
drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy 

54 141 Act. 12 132 188–191
Revision
185–187

220–222
Revision
216–217

STEP BY STEP: Beyond the Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy and placing our Solar System in the outer 
edges of the spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 141 Act. 12
*

132 188–191 224–225

2 Demonstrating the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy 
with a spiral shape

54 142 Act. 13 133 192–193 225–226

3 Demonstrating the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy 
with a spiral shape

54 142 Act. 13 133 193–194 225–226

4 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to 
Earth; the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest 
easily visible star to the Sun

54 143 Act. 14 133 193–194 226–229

5 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and 
other objects beyond the Solar System

54 144–145 Act. 15 134 194–201 229–236

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way 
Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies scattered 
across the Universe

54 145–146 Act. 16 134 194–210 236–241
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STEP BY STEP: Beyond the Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: The Milky Way and our nearest star

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and other 
objects beyond the Solar System

54 144–145 134 194–201 229–236

2 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy 54 147 Act. 17 135 202–206 241–246

3 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 148–149 136 212 256–257

4 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 149–151 136 217–218 252–255

5 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 152–153 136 See Resource 6.2 
in Section C of this 

planner

6 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few 
easily recognisable constellations such as the Southern 
Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 136 213–216
Revision
209–211

255–256
Revision
250–252

STEP BY STEP: Beyond the Solar System

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: 
Light years, light hours and light minutes; Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 154 Act. 18 136 218–220 259–261

2 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 155–156 136 221–235 262–280

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 136 238 282–283

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 136 238 282–283

5 Discussing the many opportunities in South Africa for 
careers in astronomy

55 136 235 280

6 Revision 55 158 137 Revision
241–242

Revision
286–287

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

STEP BY STEP NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.7 Successful Natural Sciences (Oxford University Press)

SUCCESSFUL: The Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 161–162 111–112 144–145 164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into 
helium gas

53 163 Act. 1 113–114 146–153 169–177

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy 
and dusty objects

53 164–165 115 153–159 178–186

4 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 166 Act. 1 116 159–164 190–192

5 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 166 Act. 1 116 159–164 190–192

6 Comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System

53 166 Challenge
Act. 2

117 165–169 193–197

SUCCESSFUL: The Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun

53 166–167 118 144–145 164–168

2 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 167–169 Act. 3 119–120 146–153 169–177

3 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 167–169 Act. 3 119–120 153–159 178–186

4 Presenting a fact sheet about any object found in our 
Solar System

53 169 Act. 4 120–122 159–164 190–192

5 Presenting a fact sheet about any object found in our 
Solar System

53 169 Act. 4 120–122 159–164 190–192

6 Earth’s position in the Solar System: the Earth is the 
third planet from the Sun; the Earth is the only planet 
that is known to support life

53 170–171 122–123 165–169 193–197
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SUCCESSFUL: The Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: 
Objects around the Sun; Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal  
for life

53 171 Act. 1 123–124 180–182 207–211

2 Writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal  
for life

53 171 Act. 1 123–124 180–182 211–213

3 Our Solar System is in the Milky Way Galaxy 54 172 124–125 Revision
185–187
188–190

Revision
216–217

4 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars held 
together by their mutual gravity

54 172–173 * 124–125 190–191 218–221

5 Our Sun is only one of billions of stars in the Milky Way 
Galaxy; the Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral 
with many arms; our Sun is located towards the edge  
of the Milky Way Galaxy in one of the spiral arms

54 174 124–125 190–191 221–223

6 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 175 Act. 1 125 191–192 224–225

SUCCESSFUL: Beyond the Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy; Our nearest star

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 175 Act. 1 125 192–193 225–226

2 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth; 
the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily 
visible star to the Sun

54 176–177 * 126 193–194 226–229

3 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and other 
objects beyond the Solar System

54 179 Act. 1 127–128 194–201 229–236

4 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way Galaxy 
is only one of billions of galaxies scattered across the 
Universe

54 180–181 129 201–204 236–239

5 The size of the observable Universe is estimated to 
be about 28 billion light years; beyond the Milky Way 
Galaxy

54 181 Act. 1 129–131 204–206 241–246

6 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 182 131–132 Revision
209–212

Revision
250–251
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SUCCESSFUL: Beyond the Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: 
Our nearest star; Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 182–183 * 132 212–213 252–254

2 Stars can be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 183 132 213–214 255–256

3 Some constellations have stories linked to them 55 183–184 Act. 1 132 217–218 258–259

4 Some constellations have stories linked to them 55 183–184 Act. 1 132 217–218 258–259

5 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few 
easily recognisable constellations such as the Southern 
Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 185 Act. 2 132–133 214–216 256–258

6 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a few 
easily recognisable constellations such as the Southern 
Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 185 Act. 2 132–133 214–216 256–258

SUCCESSFUL: Beyond the Solar System

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: 
Light years, light hours and light minutes; Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 187 Act. 1 134–135 218–220 259–261

2 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 187–188 134–135 230–236 264–280

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 189 Act. 2 136–137 238 282–283

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most important 
information it has captured

55 189 Act. 2 136–137 238 282–283

5 Discussing the many opportunities in South Africa for 
careers in astronomy

55 190–191 137–138 235 280

6 Revision 55 193–194 139–141 241–242 286–287

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

SUCCESSFUL NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.8 Top Class Natural Sciences (Shuter & Shooter)

TOP CLASS: The Solar System

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large  
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 139 * 78
WS 11.1  

106

144–145 164–167

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into 
helium gas

53 140–141 78–79 146–153 167–168

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit the 
Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant icy and 
dusty objects

53 142–143 79 171–178 199–202

4 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 143–144 Act. 11.1 79–80 160–164 187–191

5 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System 53 143–144 Act. 11.1 79–80 164–169 187–191

6 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 144–145 Act. 11.2 80 155–156 181–183

TOP CLASS: The Solar System

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and assessment  
tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 144–145 Act. 11.2 80 155–156 181–183

2 Constructing a model of the Solar System 53 144–145 Act. 11.2 80 155–156 181–183

3 Comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System including their special 
features

53 145 Act. 11.3 80–81 156–158 
170

181–183 
198

4 Comparing and writing about the conditions on other 
planets in our Solar System including their special 
features

53 145 Act. 11.3 80–81 156–158 
170

181–183 
198

5 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth is 
the only planet that is known to support life

53 146 81 178–180 207–209

6 The Earth is the only planet that is known to support life; 
writing about why the conditions on Earth are ideal for 
life

53 146 Act. 11.4 81–82 180–182 210–212
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TOP CLASS: The Solar System

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Solar System 53 146 Revision 82 185–187 216–217

2 The Solar System 53 146 Revision 82 185–187 216–217

3 A galaxy is a collection of stars held together by their 
mutual gravity

54 147 * 83 188 218–220

4 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a collection of stars held 
together by their mutual gravity

54 147–148 83 189–191 221–223

5 The Milky Way Galaxy is in the shape of a spiral with 
many arms; demonstrating the shape of the Milky Way 
Galaxy with a spiral shape

54 148 Act. 12.1 84 192–193 225–226

6 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 148 Act. 12.2 84 191–192 225–226

TOP CLASS: Beyond the Solar System

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy; Our nearest star

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 148 Act. 12.2 84 191–192 225–226

2 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way Galaxy 
and placing our Solar System in the outer edges of the 
spiral to show its location in the galaxy

54 148 Act. 12.2 84 191–192 225–226

3 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth; 
the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily visible 
star to the Sun

54 149 * 84 193–194 226–228

4 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and other 
objects beyond the Solar System

54 149 84–85 194–201 229–236

5 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way Galaxy 
is only one of billions of galaxies scattered across the 
Universe

54 150 85 201–202 236–239

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy 54 151 Revision 85 203–204 239–241
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TOP CLASS: Beyond the Solar System

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: 
Our nearest star and Light years, light hours and light minutes

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy 54 151 Revision 85 205–206 241–246

2 Early viewing of space: stars can be arranged into 
visible constellations; some constellations have 
stories linked to them

55 152–153 * 86 Revision
209–211

Revision
209–211

3 Early viewing of space: stars can be arranged into 
visible constellations; some constellations have 
stories linked to them

55 152–153 WS 13.1
107–108

212–214 252–254

4 Early viewing of space: different cultures have 
identified and named certain constellations

55 153 WS 13.1
107–108

216–218 254–256

5 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 154 Act. 13.1 
(A)

87 216–218 256–257

6 Observing, recording and comparing the 
appearance of the Southern Cross constellation by 
viewing it at least three times during the months of 
September and October

55 155 Act. 13.1 
(B)

87 214–216 256–257

TOP CLASS: Looking into space

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Viewing space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 155–156 88 218–223 259–261

2 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope; 
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 156–160 88 223–235 264–269

3 Drawing with labels to explain how a telescope 
works

55 160 Act. 13.2 88–89 237 281–282

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 160 Act. 13.3 89 238 282–283

5 Discussing the many opportunities in South Africa 
for careers in astronomy

55 160 Act. 13.4 89 235 280

6 Viewing of space 55 161 Revision 89–90 241–242 286–287

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

TOP CLASS NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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2.9 Via Afrika Natural Sciences (Via Afrika)

VIA AFRIKA: The Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 1: The Sun and objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The Sun is like all other stars – it produces large 
amounts of heat and light continuously

53 144–146 103–106 144–145 164–168

2 The energy in our Sun comes from powerful nuclear 
reactions during which hydrogen gas changes into 
helium gas

53 146–147 Ex. 1 107 146–153 169–171

3 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun; planets, moons, asteroids, and many distant 
icy and dusty objects

53 148 Act. 1
FAT

107–108 153 177–178

4 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 148 Act. 1
FAT

107–108 154–155 178–180

5 Constructing a model of the Solar System showing 
relative distances of the planets from the Earth and 
relative sizes of planets

53 148 Act. 1
FAT

107–108 155–159 181–186

6 Interpreting a table of facts about the Solar System; 
comparing and writing about the conditions on 
other planets in our Solar System

53 149–151 Act. 2 108–109 160–169 187–192

VIA AFRIKA: The Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 2: Objects around the Sun

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun

53 154–155 Act. 3 109 171–178 199–207

2 Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects orbit 
the Sun

53 156–157 Ex. 2 110 171–178 199–207

3 The Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the Earth 
is the only planet that is known to support life

53 159 Act. 4 110 178–180 207–208

4 The Earth is the only planet that is known to support 
life; writing about why the conditions on Earth are 
ideal for life

53 159 Ex. 3 110–111 180–182
Revision 
185–187

208–212
Revision
216–217

5 A galaxy is a collection of stars held together by their 
mutual gravity

54 157–159 * 112 188–191

6 The Milky Way Galaxy: our Solar System is in the 
Milky Way Galaxy; demonstrating the shape of the 
Milky Way Galaxy with a spiral shape

54 160–162 Act. 1 113–114 192–193
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VIA AFRIKA: The Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 3: Earth’s position in the Solar System

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Drawing spiral arms to represent the Milky Way 
Galaxy and placing our Solar System in the outer 
edges of the spiral to show our location in the galaxy

54 162 Act. 2 114 191–192 225–226

2 The Milky Way Galaxy 54 162 Ex. 1 114–115 191–192 225–226

3 Our nearest star: the Sun is the nearest star to Earth; 
the star called Alpha Centauri is the nearest easily 
visible star to the Sun

54 162–163 115 193–194 226–229

4 Alpha Centauri is 4,2 light years away from our Solar 
System

54 163–164 Ex. 2 115 194 229

5 Light years, light hours and light minutes: people 
use light years to measure distances to stars and 
other objects beyond the Solar System

54 165 Ex. 3 115 194–201 229–234

6 Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: our Milky Way 
Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies scattered 
across the Universe

54 166–167 115–116 201–204 236–241

VIA AFRIKA: Beyond the Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 4: The Milky Way Galaxy; Our nearest star

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 The size of the observable Universe is estimated to 
be about 28 billion light years; beyond the Milky Way 
Galaxy

54 167 Ex. 4
*

116–117 205–206 241–246

2 Early viewing of space: people can see planets 
and stars in the night sky; stars can be arranged into 
visible constellations

55 168–169 118–119 Revision
209–211

Revision
250–251

3 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

55 169–171 Act. 1
FAT

119–120 Revision
209–211

Revision
250–251

4 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 169–171 Act. 1
FAT

119–120 212–214 245–246

5 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 169–171 Act. 1
FAT

119–120 212–214 245–246

6 Early viewing of space: people can see planets and 
stars in the night sky

54 169–171 Act. 1
FAT

119–120 214–217 256–257
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VIA AFRIKA: Beyond the Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 5: 
Light years, light hours and light minutes; Beyond the Milky Way

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Early viewing of space: people can see planets 
and stars in the night sky; stars can be arranged into 
visible constellations

55 168–172 * 118–120 214–217 256–257

2 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 172–173 Case 
Study

120 See Resource 6.2 
in Section C of this 

planner

3 Using star maps of the Southern Sky to identify a 
few easily recognisable constellations such as the 
Southern Cross, Orion and also the planets

55 172–173 Case 
Study

120 See Resource 6.2 
in Section C of this 

planner

4 Different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 174–175 Ex. 1 120 217–218 258–259

5 Different cultures have identified and named certain 
constellations

55 174–175 Ex. 1 120 217–218 258–259

6 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 176–177 120–121 218–223 259–261

VIA AFRIKA: Beyond the Solar System

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 6: Looking into space

S # CAPS concepts, practical activities and  
assessment tasks

CAPS 
pp.

LB 
pp.

LB 
Act.

TG 
pp.

Sasol Inzalo

LB pp. TG pp.

1 Telescopes: people can see more details in the sky 
when they use a telescope

55 176–177 120–121 218–223 259–261

2 Drawing with labels to explain how a telescope 
works

55 177–178 Act. 2 121 236 281–282

3 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 179 Act. 3 121–122 238 282–283

4 Presenting an information poster on a telescope, 
explaining how it is used and noting the most 
important information it has captured

55 179 Act. 3 121–122 238 282–283

5 There are different types of telescopes including: 
optical telescopes; the Hubble Space telescope;  
SKA (Square Kilometre Array)

55 179 Ex. 2 122 223–235
237

262–280
281

6 Discussing the many opportunities in South Africa 
for careers in astronomy

55 179 122–123 280
Revision
241–242

280
Revision
286–287

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Week 7: 
Catch up, consolidation, and remediation – plan your week

VIA AFRIKA NATURAL SCIENCES    Weeks 8 and 9: Examinations
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3. Assessment term plans

3.1 Term 3: Formal assessment tasks included in each set of LTSMs

Name of book Test
Tests below NOT suitable for formal assessment; can be used for practice/revision

Pelican Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
No test provided

Platinum Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
LB p. 189; TG p. 91 

Sasol Inzalo Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment Test
No test provided

Solutions for All Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
TG pp. 177–180

Spot On Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
TG pp. 218–221

Step by Step Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
LB p. 122; TG pp. 121–123 

Successful Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
LB pp. 158–160; TG pp. 141–143

Top Class Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
TG p. 113 and TG pp. 120–121

Via Afrika Natural Sciences Week 10: Formal assessment test
LB pp. 140–141; TG pp. 101–102

3.2 Term 4: Formal assessment tasks included in each set of LTSMs

Name of book Examination
Examinations below NOT suitable for formal assessment; can be used for practice/revision

Pelican Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination 
LB pp. 265–268; TG p. 167

Platinum Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination  
TG pp. 132–137

Sasol Inzalo Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination  
No examination provided

Solutions for All Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination  
TG pp. 194–200

Spot On Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination  
TG pp. 254–260

Step by Step Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination 
LB p. 158; TG p. 137

Successful Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination 
LB p. 195; TG p. 140

Top Class Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination 
LB p. 167; TG pp. 123–124

Via Afrika Natural Sciences Week 8: Examination 
LB p. 124; TG pp. 204–205
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4. Guidelines for lesson planning and preparation

The planners provide details of the content that you need to teach to your class. However, to deliver the lessons 
successfully, you must do the necessary preparation yourself. This entails thinking about a number of key aspects, 
including those noted below.

4.1 Check the term focus

You should note the focus for the term. The CAPS document provides clear details regarding the focus of each term.  
For Grade 8, the focus of each term is set out below:

Term 1 – Life and living (Life Sciences or Biology);

Term 2 – Matter and materials (Basic Chemistry); 

Term 3 – Energy and change (Basic physical phenomena);

Term 4 – Planet Earth and beyond – (Physical Geography or Earth Sciences with minor Life Sciences inclusions).

4.2 Prepare resources

This stage in your preparation is vital and it is a good idea to collect resources such as those listed below well in advance, 
so you have them when you need them. Much of the practical work in each term can be conducted with the materials 
listed below. Specific details regarding resources for certain lesson are given in the planners:

Term 3
• old cloth remnants some of which can be used to wipe up spills;
• old candles;
• matches;
• Prestik;
• pamphlets from supermarkets and pharmacies;
• newspaper and magazine articles and pictures;
• pictures from cards and calendars;
• scraps of cardboard and paper;
• coloured paper, white paper, black paper;
• tissue paper;
• cellophane paper of different colours;
• torches;
• lamps and globes;
• short pencils;
• insulated and uninsulated conducting wires;
• old spectacles or the lenses therefrom;
• old mirrors from make-up containers;
• other shiny surfaces;
• sticks of graphite;
• old pencil ‘leads’ which are actually carbon;
• old dry cells or batteries;
• an old motor car battery, if possible.

Term 4
• old cloth remnants some of which can be used to wipe up spills;
• Prestik or play dough;
• pamphlets from observatories and planetaria;
• newspaper and magazine articles and pictures;
• pictures from cards and calendars;
• scraps of cardboard and paper;
• sticky tape;
• dowel sticks;
• paint;
• paintbrushes;
• measuring tape;
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• string;
• drawing pins;
• coloured paper, white paper, black paper;
• lamps and globes;
• short pencils;
• charts and models of the solar system and the planets.

4.3 Check your own knowledge of the content

However well you know your work, it is easy to make small mistakes when in a classroom with learners asking questions. 
It is a good idea for you to read through the content to be covered and to ensure that you are very familiar with the 
work. Also do additional reading from other sources if possible. You should refer to Resource 5, Additional information 
and ideas for extension, of this document where there is additional information about many of the topics for the term 
and where some common errors, not always made explicit in the Learner’s Books or Teacher’s Guides, are addressed.

4.4 Prepare the conceptual framework for the lesson topic

Before each lesson, the teacher needs to prepare the content to be taught. The involves many aspects, such as thinking 
carefully about how the concepts are organised in a conceptual framework; how to help learners develop this framework 
for themselves; what possible questions learners might ask; or difficulties they might have and how to address these.

A useful way for teachers to prepare the content is to summarise the topic in their own minds using a tool like a mind 
map, examples of which appear below.

The example for Term 3 (Figure 1) of the electromagnetic spectrum gives some detail beyond the curriculum focus.  
This helps the teacher prepare to answer questions learners may have about aspects related to the topic but not  
covered in the LTSMs.

FIGURE 1: MIND MAP OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

The Electromagnetic 
Spectrum

Gamma Rays

Radar

AM

Short Wave

TV

UV Rays

Visible Light

FM

X Rays

Infrared Rays
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The example for Term 4 (Figure 2) represents a simple summary of the solar system.

FIGURE 2: MIND MAP OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

It is not recommended that you provide the learners with the mind map. You should rather let them make their own 
summaries in words and/or pictures. In this way, the learners will interact with concepts which promotes deep learning. It 
is also a good idea to leave a question unanswered for a short time and let the lesson activities suggest a possible answer. 
If the question is still unanswered, then of course you will provide the necessary help. There are good opportunities to 
deal with wrong ideas or misconceptions when learners ask or answer questions.

4.5 Baseline assessment and remediation of misconceptions

Baseline assessment should take place at the beginning of each new topic to establish what learners already know and 
to pick up any possible misconceptions. Some of the most common of these misconceptions for Term 3 and Term 4 have 
been addressed in relation to the relevant CAPS content in Resource 5, Additional information and ideas for extension, 
of this document. Baseline assessment can take many forms – such as a quick question and answer session or a paper 
and pencil activity. Once a gap in understanding or a misconception has been identified, you need to find a way to help 
prepare learners for the new work which is going to be taught in the term. In this context the word remediation refers 
to overcoming the learners’ wrong ideas.

4.6 Learner activities

Give some thought to what learners will actually do in each lesson as it is important that they do something constructive 
in each lesson. On rare occasions they may copy something from the chalkboard or another medium, but this activity 
should not be the sole focus of the lesson. They can answer questions by writing the answers (the CAPS encourages 
writing); they can complete translation activities by converting a drawing to a description, or a table to a graph. You, of 
course, set the stage for the learner activities by an explanation, question, problem or a set of clear instructions.

In Resource 5, Additional information and ideas for extension, of this document you will find ideas for activities for  
Term 3 and Term 4 linked to several of the CAPS topics beyond those given in many of the LTSMs. You should refer to this 
resource when preparing your lessons especially where there is an asterisk (*) in the planner for the book your learners 
are using as this indicates that there is insufficient content or an inadequate amount of work for them to do on the topic. 
In some cases, a more appropriate practical activity than the one in the Learner’s Book is described and you can use it 
instead.

Check that you have enough chalk or markers. On the chalkboard (or whatever media you use in your classroom) draw 
or write what the learners need to do to complete their work if instructions are not sufficiently clear in the textbook. 
Chalkboards are also very useful for the spelling of new words.

Always allow time in your lessons to review learners’ work and to give formative feedback on any assessment that has 
been done. Make sure when going over written work which you do not take in yourself, that you have a list of possible 
answers.

The 
Sun is

and is the centre of the solar system 

with

orbiting objects 

such as

planets, moons, asteroids, comets, satellites, dust, ice

A Star
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4.7 Informal assessment

In addition to specifying the number and nature of the formal assessment tasks, the CAPS suggests that there should 
also be on-going informal assessment each term. Learners can do a variety of informal assessment tasks, both in class 
and for homework, and many of the Learner’s Book activities are useful for this purpose. Informal assessment tasks do 
not have to be marked by the teacher. You can allow learners to mark their own or each other’s work. You should consider 
taking in about five or six pieces of work from time to time to help you assess progress informally and also to keep 
learners attentive. Give learners a surprise by changing your review techniques from time to time.

While learners do not always need marks for their work, they do need feedback, and you need to know what they 
managed or did not manage in the task in order to correct and support their learning. You may like to record any marks 
that are awarded or key comments for your own interest.

4.8 Learners with special needs

As we know, people are not all the same. Learners will attend the Natural Science classes with different needs, styles 
of learning and also with a variety of alternative ideas about scientific phenomena. It is challenging for a teacher to 
accommodate all these different features. However, you are encouraged to consider these differences in your preparation. 
You should also consult resources provided by the DBE. The textbooks also provide additional suggestions. 

For different learning styles, the teacher can use a variety of teaching methods. These include whole class teaching, peer 
interaction, small-group learning, writing activities, drawing and mind-mapping activities, presentations, debates and 
role play. Wherever possible, encourage reading, writing and speaking skills. 

4.9 Enrichment

In certain tasks, learners will work at different speeds. For those learners who complete their work earlier than others 
refer to enrichment or extension activities in the Teacher’s Guide, those suggested in Resource 5, Additional information 
and ideas for extension, or the worksheets in Resource 6, all in Section C of this planner. 

4.10 Homework

It is wise to examine the planner and decide what sorts of tasks are appropriate for homework each week. Allow a few 
minutes at the end of the each lesson to provide homework instructions. Homework can be a useful consolidation 
exercise and need not take learners very long. If well planned in advance, learners can sometimes be given a longer 
homework exercise to be handed in within a week. This arrangement allows for flexibility. It is absolutely essential to 
allow a few minutes at the start of lessons to review the previous day’s homework. 

4.11 Practical investigations

The science process skills as outlined on page 11 in the CAPS are as follows:
• Writing the topic;
• Raising a question to investigate;
• Making a prediction or hypothesis;
• Planning the investigation;
• Collecting data;
• Recording data;
• Evaluating and communicating results.

Others include handling apparatus, observing changes, classifying, following safety precautions, and working 
independently/as a team member.

It is suggested that a minimum of two and a maximum of four process skills are assessed in a single investigation for 
purposes of assessment.

It is important that the learners are well disciplined (self-discipline is best) and do not play around with equipment and 
materials. There are several web sites dealing with laboratory safety, some of which provide cartoons of people doing 
irresponsible, silly things in a school laboratory. An activity which requires learners to identify the mistakes in a cartoon 
drawing is a good experience and is more likely to change their behaviour than a list of forbidden activities. 
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To conduct a successful practical activity, the following procedures are suggested:
• Before the practical session, check that the materials are the correct ones so that no mistakes occur.
• Talk through the activity with learners or read from the textbook with them.
• Stop from time to time to emphasise certain points. For example, Remember to check all circuit connections.
• Let learners sometimes work in their chosen groups of friends and change the groups on other occasions.
• Keep a watchful eye on the activity and walk around looking at what learners are doing. This teaching strategy 

provides the teacher with an opportunity to assess their skills of working with apparatus. 
• Drawing the experimental set-up on the chalkboard or another medium helps learners to focus.
• Ensure that books and bags are safely stowed away from the practical work area.
• Enforce a strict rule of no tasting. There should be no eating of any kind at all in the laboratory or classroom 

where investigations are conducted.
• Ensure that work areas are clean both before and after the practical activity.
• Encourage learners to wear plastic aprons and safety glasses and insist on closed shoes wherever possible.
• Insist on the correct labelling of all tubes and bottles.
• Set a good example by following correct procedures at all times.
• Insist that learners tidy their work places when they have finished.
• Have a supply of tap water at hand in case of accidental acid spills. Do not attempt to neutralise acids and 

bases on a learner or yourself. Simply wash with plenty of water.
• Have a fire extinguisher handy and know how to use it.
• Keep a supply of gauze and plasters in a simple first aid box. A plastic container works well.

4.12 Reflect on the lesson

At the end of each lesson you should reflect on how the lesson went and jot down your thoughts. The template provided 
in this book has prompts to assist you in this. Your reflection will help you identify ways in which you could support your 
learners better or where you need help in doing so. Notes you make will be useful when you prepare to teach the same 
lesson another time.  
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5. Additional information and ideas for extension

5.1 Term 3

CAPS concepts, practical 
activities and assessment tasks

Additional information and ideas for extension

Week 1: Friction and static electricity

Friction: friction between two materials 
transfers electrons; rubbing materials 
together (e.g. Perspex ruler and cloth; ruler 
and paper)

The word electricity comes from the Greek word for amber – elektron. 
The ancient Greeks found that when they rubbed amber with cloth, fine 
particles clung to it. Now we know that rubbing amber charges it and 
particles cling to the amber and the charges balance out. Static electricity 
is so called because it exerts a force when it is stationary. See Worksheet 1.

Electrons move from one material to the 
other, causing a positive charge on one 
material and a negative charge on the other; 
like charges repel, unlike charges attract

Let learners try many different objects. Party balloons work well with a 
person’s hair. Allow a tap to run slowly for a few seconds and place a 
charged ruler or balloon near the stream. The stream of water will move 
towards the object.

A discharge of electrons causes a spark or 
shock

We see these sparks when removing a jersey (made, for example from 
polyester) in a dark area.

Week 2: Circuit electricity

Circuits and current electricity: a circuit is a 
system for transferring electrical energy

Include some history of science by letting learners read up on Luigi Galvani 
who, in 1780, discovered that the body conducts electricity. Another 
scientist was Alessandro Volta (1745–1827) who is credited with the 
invention of the first battery (device for generating electricity). He gave his 
name to the VOLT.

A closed circuit is needed to make a device 
work and has a number of components 
connected together: conducting wires; 
switches; cells/batteries; and resistors

Unlike static electricity, current electricity does move and therefore needs a 
pathway. See Worksheets 2 and 3.

Week 3: Electrical circuits and effect of an electric current

Drawing and interpreting an electrical 
circuit diagram

Give learners plenty of practice with developing this skill. Emphasise that 
within the cell or battery a chemical reaction takes place. See Worksheet 3 
if this work has not already been completed.

Effects of an electric current: a current 
transfers energy to the particles in a bulb 
filament; can heat a resistance wire

Remind learners that in most cases, the heating effect of an electric current 
is an undesirable outcome. We do not want our lamps and food mixers to 
get hot. This is wasted energy.

Week 4: Effects of an electric current

Effects of an electric current: a current 
causes a magnetic field (such as in 
electromagnets); an electric current can be 
used for making temporary magnets

Small electromagnets are used in electric bells and telephones; large, 
powerful electromagnets are used in scrapyards for sorting scrap metals.

Effects of an electric current: an electric 
current can cause a chemical reaction in 
a solution

Electrical and chemical energy are convertible. A chemical reaction can 
produce electricity and electricity can bring about a chemical reaction.  
This type of energy transfer is an important aspect of the energy concept.
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CAPS concepts, practical 
activities and assessment tasks

Additional information and ideas for extension

Weeks 5 and 6: Series and parallel circuits

Series circuits: a series circuit provides only 
one pathway for the current passing through 
it; every time a resistor is added in series, the 
overall current in the circuit decreases

If resistors are connected together in series the same current passes 
through each resistor in the chain and the total resistance of the circuit 
is equal to the sum of all the individual resistors added together. See 
Worksheet 4.

Parallel circuits: a parallel circuit provides 
two or more pathways for the current passing 
through it

If resistors are connected together in parallel, the total resistance of the 
circuit decreases. See Worksheet 5.
See Worksheet 6 for some challenging questions.

Week 7: Radiation and the visible spectrum

Radiation of light: light is emitted from 
luminous objects such as the Sun and light 
bulbs, and is transferred by radiation; light 
travels through empty space at a speed of 
300 000 kilometres per second

Learners should be reminded that visible light is only a small portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, and that other wave forms that we cannot see 
exist. See Worksheet 7.
Certain misconceptions regarding light have been identified. These will be 
mentioned in the appropriate content areas. 
Some learners hold a misconception involving the speed of light. They 
believe that light does not take time to travel and that it is instantaneous. 
This idea probably arises from learners noticing that when a light is 
switched on, the effect is immediate. Remind them that light does travel, 
and at a great speed. It travels so fast that light from the Sun, 150 000 km 
away, takes only eight minutes to reach Earth.

Observing and recording the sequence of 
colours in the visible spectrum when light is 
shone through a triangular prism

Emphasise that mixing light and mixing paint colours are dissimilar.  
Mixing light colours will produce white light. Mixing paint colours will 
produce a black colour.

Opaque and transparent substances; light 
cannot pass through opaque surfaces; light 
passes through transparent objects
Drawing diagrams to show how shadows are 
cast by opaque objects

Some learners have difficulty with the concept of absence of light.  
A shadow is formed because light cannot pass through an opaque object. 
A shadow is not a ‘reflection’.

Week 8: Transparent and opaque surfaces

Absorption of light: light can be absorbed 
by surfaces of some materials; a material 
has colour because it absorbs some of 
the colours in the spectrum and reflects 
other colours
Reflection of light: light is reflected off most 
surfaces, on rough surfaces, reflected light is 
scattered

Link the concept of absorption back to photosynthesis. Green leaves are 
green because they absorb wavelengths other than green. They reflect 
green. Some learners believe that rough (non-shiny) surfaces do not reflect 
light. The misconception probably arises from everyday experience where 
we associate reflection with shiny mirrors and similar objects.

Week 9: Refraction and lenses 

Refraction of light: light can be refracted by 
transparent substances

Light refraction has been used in the manufacture of many optical 
instruments such as spectacles, microscopes, telescopes, and binoculars
See Worksheets 8 and 9 for useful revision exercises.
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5.2 Term 4

CAPS concepts, practical 
activities and assessment tasks

Additional information and ideas for extension

Weeks 1–2: The Solar System

The Sun: The energy in our Sun comes from 
powerful nuclear reactions during which 
hydrogen gas changes into helium gas

Ensure that learners know that the sun is a star and behaves like all stars, 
releasing energy from nuclear reactions. Distinguish between nuclear 
fusion and nuclear fission. These words sound very similar and could cause 
confusion. Remind learners that fusion is joining and fission is splitting. 

Objects around the Sun: a variety of objects 
orbit the Sun – eight planets and their 
moons, rocky asteroids, outer dwarf planets 
and many distant icy and dusty objects in the 
Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud, at the edge of 
the Solar System; the Solar System looks like 
a flat disc or plate; the Sun spins at the centre 
and the planets and all other objects orbit 
around it in the same direction; gravity is 
the force that keeps all these objects in their 
orbits around the Sun

Many people, including adults, hold erroneous ideas about the Solar 
System. These include: planets cannot be seen with the naked eye; planets 
appear in the sky in the same place every night; gravity acts differently or 
not at all on some matter; gravity increases with height; gravity cannot exist 
without air; gravity requires a medium to act.
It is a good idea to check the learners’ prior knowledge, possibly 
with a diagnostic question like: ‘What objects can we see in the sky at 
night?’ Some of the worksheets provided can also alert you to possible 
misconceptions. Remember that a diagnostic test is not ‘for marks’, but is 
an instrument to assist you. See Worksheets 1, 2 and 3.

Earth’s position in the Solar System: The 
Earth is the third planet from the Sun; the 
Earth is the only planet that is known to 
support life; the conditions that support 
life on Earth include: temperature, water, 
sunlight, oxygen

The Earth, our home, needs some special consideration. Impress upon 
learners that the conditions for life are met by Earth and no other planet as 
far as we know. There is a very narrow window for the existence of life as we 
know it and if any one of the conditions for life is eliminated or altered life 
as we know it may not exist. 
Erroneous ideas about the Earth include: the Earth is round, but flat like a 
coin; the Earth’s revolution around the Sun causes night and day; day and 
night are caused by the Sun going around the Earth; the Earth is bigger 
than the Sun; the Sun goes around the Earth; the Sun goes around the 
Earth in less than a year; the Sun will never burn out; the Earth’s orbit is 
strongly elliptical.
Again, check the learners’ prior knowledge. A possible diagnostic question 
could be: ‘Which is the biggest – Sun, moon or Earth?’ Despite the 
drawings in some books, the orbit of the Earth round the Sun is nearly 
circular.

Constructing a model of the Solar System; 
interpreting a table of facts about the Solar 
System; comparing and writing about the 
conditions on other planets; presenting 
a fact sheet about any object in our Solar 
System; writing about why the conditions on 
Earth are ideal for life

These suggested activities are all worthwhile and should assist learners to 
understand aspects of the Solar System. They do not require sophisticated 
equipment and thus provide an opportunity for recycling found materials.
The model building activity provides an excellent opportunity for you to 
note and remediate many of the misconceptions about the Solar System 
noted above.

Weeks 3–4: Beyond the Solar System

The Milky Way Galaxy: Our Solar System 
is in the Milky Way Galaxy; a galaxy is a 
collection of stars held together by their 
mutual gravity; our Sun is one of billions of 
stars

The vastness of space is difficult to conceptualise. Therefore, it is 
understandable that many people hold unscientific ideas about galaxies 
in general. Some of these are: the Milky Way is the only galaxy; the Solar 
System is not in the Milky Way; the Sun is at the centre of the Milky Way 
Galaxy; the Milky Way is just stars – no gas and dust.
Help learners to understand orders of magnitude: 
the Universe – many galaxies – Milky Way Galaxy – many stars – our 
star (Sun) with orbiting objects is called Solar (sun) System.
Some people also believe that the Universe is static, not expanding  
and that the Universe contains only the planets in our Solar System.  
See Worksheet 4.
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CAPS concepts, practical 
activities and assessment tasks

Additional information and ideas for extension

Demonstrating the shape of the Milky Way 
Galaxy; drawing spiral arms to represent 
the Milky Way Galaxy and placing our Solar 
System in the outer edges of the spiral to 
show our location in the galaxy

These activities are very useful for reinforcing the orders of magnitude 
mentioned earlier; objects seen in books as two-dimensional structures 
are difficult to conceptualise in three dimensions; modelling these objects 
goes a long way to develop deep understanding.

Our nearest star: The Sun is the nearest star 
to Earth; the star called Alpha Centauri is the 
nearest easily visible star to the Sun (it is the 
brighter of the two Pointers of the Southern 
Cross constellation)

Emphasise that a constellation is a group of stars seen and interpreted 
by people and that these stars are usually not close together. It is 
essential at this stage to introduce learners to the Southern Cross 
constellation because Alpha Centauri (mentioned in the CAPS) points to 
the constellation and also because the Southern Cross is important in the 
southern skies. You could also remind learners that the word alpha is the 
Greek for A, and it is used to name the brightest star in any constellation. 
Alpha Centauri is thus the brightest star in the constellation of the 
centaur – a mythical creature which ancient observers believed they could 
see in the stars. Also, although we can only see this with binoculars or a 
telescope, Alpha Centauri is actually two stars that move around each 
other. 

Light years, light hours and light minutes The most important aspect in this section is that despite its name, a light 
year is a measure of distance, not of time. 

Beyond the Milky Way Galaxy: Our Milky 
Way Galaxy is only one of billions of galaxies 
scattered across the Universe; the size of the 
observable Universe is estimated to be about 
28 billion light years; galaxies have various 
shapes and sizes

Some learners may hold erroneous ideas like: all galaxies are spiral; new 
planets and stars don’t form today. On the contrary, galaxies are of different 
shapes and the universe is expanding and changing all the time, as planets 
and stars are born and die.

Weeks 5–6: Looking into space 

Early viewing of space: People can see 
planets and stars in the night sky; stars can 
be arranged into visible constellations; 
different cultures have identified and named 
certain constellations; some constellations 
have stories linked to them

This section provides an opportunity to discuss and appreciate the ideas 
of different cultures; learners can also be given a limited number of sticky 
stars and invited to construct their own ‘constellations’ and stories. Remind 
them that they should be imaginative because most constellations do not 
look exactly like the (for example) bears, lions, goats, crabs and bulls they 
represent. See Worksheet 5.

Using star maps of the Southern Sky 
to identify a few easily recognisable 
constellations such as the Southern Cross, 
Orion and also the planets; observing, 
recording and comparing the appearance 
of the Southern Cross constellation by 
viewing it at least three times during the 
months of September and October

Do remind learners that looking directly into the Sun is extremely 
dangerous; do not allow them to challenge each other to be ‘brave’. Using 
star maps is a good exercise in interpreting symbols and relating these to 
the actual stars. It is also a skill that requires some practice. 
If learners see planets in the sky (Venus is visible in the early morning and 
evening), they will overcome the misconception that only stars are visible in 
the sky.

Telescopes: People can see more details 
in the sky when they use a telescope; a 
telescope forms an image of the object 
and magnifies it; there are different types of 
telescopes; good conditions for looking into 
space include cloudless skies with limited 
light and air pollution; South Africa has many 
locations that meet these requirements

It is not always possible to obtain a telescope, so provide plenty of 
opportunities for research into telescopes (see below). Refer learners 
back to the section on light and lenses where the uses and functioning of 
microscopes and telescopes was studied.
Some of the rural and farming areas of South Africa are perfect for seeing 
stars. Unfortunately, many of the cities suffer from light pollution. 

Drawing with labels to explain how a 
telescope works; presenting an information 
poster on a telescope; discussing the many 
opportunities in South Africa for careers in 
astronomy

These activities go some way towards helping learners understand the 
value of telescopes and observatories.
We often hear that South Africa has a shortage of scientists, so encourage 
learners who are interested in this section to consider a career in 
astronomy.
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6. Additional worksheets with memorandums

6.1 Term 3

Worksheet 1: Static electricity

Underline the correct answer in each case

1. Two rulers have collected static electricity with the same charge.  
What would the rulers do when placed near each other? 

 A repel 
 B attract 
 C nothing 
 D stick together

2.  Which form of electric discharge appears in nature?
 A rain 
 B ocean currents 
 C lightning 
 D volcanoes

3.  Why does static electricity move from you to a metal object after you have walked over new carpet?
 A It is attracted to the metal
 B It is attracted to you
 C  It is attracted to the carpet
 D It is made in your shoes

4.  How can you tell when static electricity has been discharged?
 A Heat is released that can be felt
 B Light is released and you can feel a shock
 C Static electricity gives off many different colours
 D The object begins to spin rapidly when it is shocked

5.  Static electricity will be most obvious on a:
 A dry, non-humid day
 B cold, wet day
 C hot, rainy day
 D warm, humid day

6. When two objects are rubbed together:
 A protons are released
 B electrons move from one material to the other
 C neutrons are discharged
 D both materials lose electrons

7.  If two objects attract each other, what is NOT a possible explanation?
 A They are equally charged
 B One has a positive charge and the other has a negative charge
 C They are both negatively charged
 D They are both positively charged

8. The effects of static electricity were first discovered by the:
 A Romans
 B British
 C Russians
 D Greeks
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 1

1. A

2. C

3. A 

4. B 

5. A

6. B 

7. A, C, D 

8. D 
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Worksheet 2: Circuit electricity

Underline the correct answer in each case:

1. In a simple series circuit, why does the lamp/bulb light up when you close the switch?
 A Because the switch produces electricity
 B Because closing the switch completes the circuit
 C Because closing the switch breaks the circuit

2. In a simple series circuit, why does the lamp/bulb go out when you open the switch?
 A Because the battery goes flat
 B Because opening the switch breaks the circuit
 C Because too much electricity flows through the lamp/bulb

3.  Imagine a simple series circuit with one 1,5 V battery and one lamp/bulb.  
When the 1,5 V battery is replaced with a 3 V battery:

 A the lamp/bulb gets brighter
 B the lamp/bulb gets dimmer
 C the lamp/bulb stays at the same level of brightness

4.  Imagine a circuit with a 1,5 V battery and one lamp/bulb. Imagine a similar circuit with a 3 V battery and two 
lamps/bulbs. Which has the brightest lamps/bulbs?

 A The circuit with a 1,5 V battery and one lamp/bulb
 B The circuit with a 3 V battery and two lamps/bulbs
 C The lamps/bulbs in both circuits are of similar brightness levels

5.  Why might a lamp/bulb flash and go out when a 1,5 V battery and a 3 V battery are both connected across it in a 
simple series circuit?

 A There is not enough electricity flowing around the circuit
 B Too much electricity flows through the lamp’s/bulb’s filament and the lamp/bulb blows
 C The batteries are flat

6. What is the effect of changing the wire in a circuit from a straight thick wire to a straight thin wire?
 A The lamps/bulbs become dimmer
 B The lamps/bulbs become brighter
 C The lamps/bulbs stay at the same level of brightness 

7. What is the effect of changing the wire in a circuit from a straight thick wire to a longer (coiled) thick wire?
 A The lamps/bulbs become dimmer
 B The lamps/bulbs become brighter
 C The lamps/bulbs stay at the same level of brightness

8. In a circuit diagram, what does a circle with a cross inside it represent?
 A A light lamp/bulb
 B A motor
 C A battery
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 2

1. B

2. B

3. A 

4. C 

5. B

6. A 

7. B

8. A
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Worksheet 3: Components of a circuit

In the spaces provided in the table below, draw the correct circuit diagram symbols.

Component Diagram

open switch

cell

resistor

lamp

conducting wire

closed switch

battery

variable resistor
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 3

Component Diagram

open switch

cell

resistor

lamp

conducting wire

closed switch

battery

variable resistor
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Worksheet 4: Circuit diagrams

1. Draw the following circuit diagrams

 A A series circuit consisting of a cell, an open switch and a lamp.

 B A series circuit consisting of a cell, a closed switch and a lamp.

 C A series circuit consisting of a cell an open switch and two lamps.

 D A series circuit consisting of two cells a closed switch and a resistor.

 E A series circuit consisting of three cells a closed switch and a variable resistor.

2. Analyse the following circuit diagrams by:

 (i) stating whether or not they will work, giving reasons for your answer

 (ii) describing each circuit

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2

+ –

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 4

1.

A B 

C D 

E 

2. Part (i)

 Figure 1 The circuit will not work because there is no battery.

 Figure 2 The circuit will not work because the circuit is broken.

 Figure 3 The circuit will not work because the switch is open.

 Figure 4 The circuit will work because it is a complete circuit and has a source of electrical energy (a battery).

 Figure 5 The circuit will work because it is a complete circuit and has a source of electrical energy (a battery).

 Part (ii)

 Figure 1 This is an incomplete circuit with two lamps only.

 Figure 2 This is a circuit with two cells, one lamp and a broken connector.

 Figure 3 This is a circuit with one cell, two lamps and an open switch.

 Figure 4 This is a circuit with one cell, three lamps and a closed switch.

 Figure 5 This is a circuit with two cells, one lamp and a closed switch.
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Worksheet 5: Parallel circuit diagrams

Describe these circuits

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 5

Figure 1 depicts a closed parallel circuit consisting of 3 cells and 3 resistors.

Figure 2 depicts a closed parallel circuit consisting of 2 cells and 3 resistors.

Figure 3 depicts an open parallel circuit consisting of 3 cells and 3 resistors.
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Worksheet 6: Advanced questions

You may have to conduct some research to answer these questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

1. What device is used to measure electric current?

2. True or False. Batteries convert chemical energy to electrical energy.

3. When discussing electricity, what do we mean when we use the term DC?

4. The wire inside an electric lamp/bulb is called the _________________________ ?

5. Conductors have a high resistance or a low resistance?

6. True or False. Albert Einstein first introduced the idea of an electric field. 

7. In what units do we measure electrical resistance?

8. In what units do we measure electrical power?

9. When discussing electricity, what do we mean when we use the term AC?

10. True or False. You can make batteries last longer if you store them at low temperatures.  
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 6

1. Ammeter

2. True

3. Direct current

4. Filament

5. Low

6. False. It was Michael Faraday

7. Ohms

8. Watts

9. Alternating current

10. True
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Worksheet 7: Sources of light

Underline the objects which are light sources

Planets

Stars

Sun

Moon

Eyes of people

Brick wall

Candle flame

Certain life forms like glow worms

Magnifying glass

Fire

Plants

Electric light

Mirrors

Lenses

Prisms

Coloured glass

Clouds

Gold

Magnetic materials

White paper

Volcanoes
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 7

Planets

Stars

Sun

Moon

Eyes of people

Brick wall

Candle flame

Certain life forms like glow worms

Magnifying glass

Fire

Plants

Electric light

Mirrors

Lenses

Prisms

Coloured glass

Clouds

Gold

Magnetic materials

White paper

Volcanoes

Note to the teacher:

This simple exercise can serve as an introduction to the topic of light and reflection. 
It also uses some of the vocabulary associated with it.
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Worksheet 8: Test your knowledge about light

Underline the correct alternative in each case

1. When light bounces back off a surface, we say it has been:
 A reflected
 B absorbed
 C transmitted

2. Which of the following surfaces reflected light well?
 A light coloured and smooth
 B dull and dark coloured
 C dark coloured and smooth

3. Which of these objects would reflect the most light?
 A a rusty metal spoon
 B a wooden spoon
 C a polished metal spoon

4. How do mirrors work?
 A by reflecting light
 B by absorbing light
 C by transforming light

5. Why do scissors look shiny?
 A because they are sharp
 B because they reflect light
 C because they give out light

6. To make an object reflect as much light as possible, it should be painted:
 A black
 B white
 C yellow

7. How are shadows formed?
 A by light passing through an object
 B by light being reflected from a shiny object
 C by light being blocked by an opaque object

8. How do we see another person?
 A by light being reflected from the person and into our eyes
 B by light travelling from our eyes and reflecting off the person
 C by light being reflected off our eyes and being absorbed by the person

9. Which of these is false?
 A light travels in straight lines
 B light travels very fast
 C light can pass through any material

10. A beam of light hitting a flat mirror at an angle is reflected off at:
 A a smaller angle
 B a larger angle
 C the same angle
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 8

1. A

2. A

3. C 

4. A 

5. B

6. B 

7. C 

8. A 
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Worksheet 9: Understanding diagrams about light

1. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: normal, glass or perspex block, and incident ray.

 

 

 FIGURE 1 

2. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: normal, mirror and incident (light) ray.

 

 

 FIGURE 2

3. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: incident (light) ray, prism, screen, red light, and violet light.

 

 FIGURE 3
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 9

1. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: normal, glass or perspex block, and incident ray.

 

incident ray

normal

glass or perspex block

refracted ray

 FIGURE 1 

2. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: normal, mirror and incident (light) ray.

 

incident (light) ray

mirror

normal

reflected ray

 FIGURE 2

3. Correctly label the diagram using these labels: incident (light) ray, prism, screen,  
red light, and violet light.

 

 FIGURE 3

screen

prism

red light

violet

incident (light) ray
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6.2 Term 4 

Worksheet 1: The Sun 

Introduction to check your knowledge and some extra!

Write your answers beside the questions on the worksheet.

1. Is the Sun a star, a planet, or a nebula? 

2. Is the Sun solid, liquid, or gaseous? 

3. When is the Sun closest to the Earth? 

4. Where is the Sun hottest? 

5. Where is the Sun coolest? 

6. What element is most plentiful on the Sun? 

7. What element was named after the Sun? 

8. What is the main atomic reaction that occurs within the Sun?

9. What elements are involved in that reaction? (See 8 above) 

10. Where in the Sun does this reaction take place?

11. What is the visible layer of the Sun called?

12. During a total solar eclipse, we can see which part of the Sun?

13. What are the relatively dark areas on the Sun called?

14. What is the name of the stream of charged particles that is emitted from the Sun?

15. What is the distance of the Sun from the Earth?

16. What is the surface temperature of the Sun?

17. How many times the mass of Earth is the mass of the Sun?

18. How many times the volume of Earth is the volume of the Sun?

19. What is the diameter of the Sun?

20. What is the core temperature of the Sun?
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1. A star

2. Gaseous 

3. In early January

4. At its centre (core)

5. The photosphere (outside the core)

6. Hydrogen

7. Helium (from Greek helios)

8. Nuclear fusion

9. Hydrogen and helium

10. The core

11. 1024 kg

12. The corona

13. Sun spots

14. Solar flares or solar wind

15. Approximately 150 million km

16. Approximately 5 500°C

17. 333 x Earth

18. 1,3 million x Earth

19. 1,392 million km

20. Approximately 15 million°C
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Worksheet 2: Quiz on the planets

Write your answers beside the questions on the worksheet.

1. How many planets are there in our Solar System?

2. Which planet is nearest the Sun?

3. Which planet is farthest from the Sun? 

4. Which planet has the biggest, most easily-seen rings orbiting it? 

5. Which other planets have rings?

6. Which planets have moons?

7. What is the name of the group of objects that orbit the Sun between Mars and Jupiter? 

8. Which planet has the greatest mass?

9. Which planet has the greatest volume?

10. Which is the lightest planet?

11. Which planet was discovered by William Herschel?

12. What is at the centre of our Solar System? 

13. What are the inner planets made of? 

14. What are the icy objects with huge tails that orbit the Sun? 

15. Which planet is called the ‘red planet‘? 

16. Which planet is the closest in size to Earth? 
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 2

1. Eight

2. Mercury

3. Neptune 

4. Saturn

5. Jupiter, Neptune, Uranus

6. Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

7. Asteroids

8. Jupiter

9. Jupiter

10. Mercury

11. Uranus

12. The Sun

13. Rocks

14. Comets

15. Mars

16. Venus 
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Worksheet 3: The Earth 

1. How long does it take the Earth to revolve around the Sun? 

2. How far is the Earth from the Sun?

3. Is the Earth’s orbit around the Sun highly elliptical or almost circular? 

4. The Earth is the densest planet in the Solar System. Is it denser or less dense than water?

5. It the Earth’s rotation slowing down or speeding up slightly over time?

6. What is the core of the Earth made of? 

7. What is the major component of the Earth’s atmosphere? 

8. What is the major component of the Earth’s crust? 

9. What is the radius of the Earth at the equator?

10. What is the name of the lowest layer of the Earth’s atmosphere? This is the layer in which weather occurs.

11. Are the seasons on Earth caused by the revolution of the Earth on a tilted axis or the fact that the Earth’s 
distance from the Sun varies throughout the year? 

12. Is the Earth double, four times, or eight times larger (in diameter) than the Moon? 

13. What are the spectacular ‘southern lights’ called?

14. Name four factors which make Earth ideal for life.

 a

 b

 c

 d

15. Give the approximate age of the Earth.

16. What percentage of the Earth’s surface is covered by water?
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 3

1. Approximately 365,25 days

2. Approximately 150 000 000 km

3. Almost circular

4. More dense

5. Slowing down

6. Iron 

7. Nitrogen

8. Oxygen

9. Approximately 6 500 km

10. Troposphere

11. The revolution of the Earth on a tilted axis 

12. Four times

13. Aurora australis

14. a water

 b the specific temperature range of the Earth where most life forms are found

 c sunlight

 d oxygen

15. Approximately 4,5 billion years

16. Approximately 71%
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Worksheet 4: The Milky Way 

Underline the correct alternative in each case.

1. What is the Milky Way? 
a Galaxy 
b Star 
c Planet 
d Comet

2. How far is the Sun from the centre of the Milky Way? 
a 2 light years 
b 10 light years 
c 2 000 light years 
d 26 000 light years

3. What is the centre of the Milky Way called? 
a Centre Point 
b Galactic Centre 
c Eye of the storm 
d Planetary Centre

4. What type of galaxy is the Milky Way? 
a Lenticular galaxy 
b Spiral galaxy 
c Elliptical galaxy 
d Irregular galaxy

5. What is the length of the diameter of the Milky Way? 
a 2 257 light years 
b 100 000 light years 
c 6 000 light years 
d 48 000 light years

6. Within which spiral arm is the Solar System is situated? 
a Orion Arm 
b Perseus Arm 
c Sagittarius Arm 
d White Arm

7. Which part of the Milky Way contains the oldest stars? 
a Disk 
b Halo 
c Galactic Centre 
d Nuclear Bulge

8. Who is credited with the discovery of the Milky Way? 
a Aristotle 
b Democritus 
c Plato 
d Socrates
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 4

1. a

2. d

3. b 

4. b

5. b

6. a 

7. b

8. b 
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Worksheet 5: African tales 

Read the African stories about stars and constellations. These are interesting stories and they also give clues for the 
challenge task.

Bright southern stars

The Southern Cross (Crux) and the two bright Pointers (Alpha and Beta Centauri) are probably the 
most recognisable of the southern stars, and they feature prominently in African star lore.

In Sotho, Tswana and Venda traditions, these stars are Dithutlwa, ‘The Giraffes’. The bright stars 
of Crux are male giraffes, and the two Pointers are female. The Venda called the fainter stars of the 
Southern Cross Thudana, ‘The Little Giraffe’. They also say that the month Khubvhumedzi begins when 
the crescent Moon can be seen for the first time. Sotho lore tells that when the giraffe stars are seen 
close to the south-western horizon just after sunset, they indicate the beginning of cultivating season.

The Xam San saw the two Pointers as male lions; they were once men, but a magical girl turned 
them into stars. The three brightest stars of the Southern Cross they saw to be female lions. To the 
Khoikhoi, the Pointers were known as Mura, ‘The Eyes’, of some great celestial beast. The Coal Sack, 
a large dark nebula near the Southern Cross, is known as the ‘Old Bag of the Night’ to the Nyae Nyae 
!Kung San. The long axis of the Southern Cross points towards a bright star called Achernar. This star 
is called Senakane (Sotho, Tswana) and Tshinanga (Venda), meaning ‘The Little Horn’. 

Canopus is one of the brightest stars in the night sky. It is widely known in southern Africa as Naka, 
‘The Horn Star’. In Sotho tradition, a careful watch was kept for Naka about the end of May. Sotho 
chiefs awarded a cow for Naka’s earliest sighting. The appearance of Naka heralds the coming of 
winter and browning of the veld. When Naka appeared before sunrise, the Tswana knew it was time to 
start breeding their sheep. In Venda tradition, the first person to see Naka in the morning sky (in May, 
heralding winter) would climb a hill and blow the phalaphala (black sable antelope horn) and he would 
receive a cow as a prize. The Zulu knew Canopus as isAndulela, a messenger appearing at the end of 
autumn, the harvest time, and also as inKhwenkwezi, ‘The Brilliant Star’. The Xam San believed that 
Canopus could influence the availability of ants’ eggs, a rich source of nourishment, and they called it 
‘The Ant Egg Star’.

The beautiful constellation Scorpius with its slender curved row of stars is famous for the bright 
reddish star Antares. This star was called ‘The Fire-Finishing Star’ by the !Xu San – not only does it 
have a reddish colour, but (at certain times of the year) it sets very late at night, when the camp fires 
have died down. Along the curved body of the scorpion, just before the tail section, lies a close pair of 
stars, which the Khoikhoi called xami di mura, ‘The Eyes of the Lion’. Near Scorpius is a conspicuous 
circle of stars known as Corona Australis, the Southern Crown. The Xam San had a tale about a group 
of men who sat eating together when a bewitched girl looked upon them, turning them into these stars.

The bright star Fomalhaut with its ring of dust lies in a rather star-poor region and is prominent in 
the summer sky. It is called Ndemara, ‘The Sweetheart Star’, by the Shona, and Ntshuna, ‘The Kiss 
Me Star’, by the Tswana. The visibility of this star was supposed to indicate the time for lovers to part 
before their parents discovered them. Another prominent southern star is Peacock; the Gwi San call it 
‘The Female Steenbok’.

Challenge task

1. Identify the stars and constellations on the following page.

2. Write the names of the stars or constellations in the boxes below each figure.

3. You could also label some of the important stars in the constellations.
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ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEET 5

Fomalhaut/Ndemara/Ntshuna/
Sweetheart Star/Kiss Me Star

Canopus/inKhwenkwezi/Brilliant Star/
Naka/isAndulela/Ant Egg Star

Antares/Fire-Finishing Star in  
Scorpius constellation

Southern Cross and Pointers (left), Achernar/Senakane/
Tshinanga/Little Horn (far right)

Corona Australis/Southern Crown

Southern Cross/Crux/Dithutlwa/
Giraffes (top), two Pointers (left)

Peacock/Female Steenbok in Pavo 
constellation
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7. Practice questions: Set 1: Term 3 content

Total marks: 35

Note: Numbers in bold indicate the total marks for each question.

Question One

tap

charged balloon

stream of water

FIGURE 1: ‘BENDING’ WATER

Figure 1 shows a charged balloon close to a stream of water from a tap. Use the idea of static electricity to  
help you explain what is happening in the figure. (5)

Question Two

Give the correct word for each of the following electrical symbols. In your answer book, write the correct  
term beside each letter. (5)

A B C D E

Question Three

In your answer book, construct neat, legible diagrams of the following circuits (include conducting wires in both 
circuits):

3.1 A circuit composed of three cells in series, a closed switch and a variable resistor. (5)
3.2 A circuit composed of a cell, two bulbs or lamps in parallel and an open switch. (5)

 (10)

Question Four

“Electromagnetism has changed our lives.”

Discuss this statement showing how electromagnetism has made our lives easier in at least four ways. (5)

Question Five

Draw a labelled diagram of a ray of light passing at an acute angle through a rectangular glass prism showing the 
following:
• normal
• incident ray
• refracted ray
• emergent ray
• prism

Note that the emergent ray is the ray which ‘comes out’ of the prism. (10)

TOTAL MARKS: 35
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8.  Memorandum and analysis of the cognitive levels of the questions and the 
weighting of marks across cognitive levels in Set 1

8.1 Memorandum 

Question One

When the balloon was charged, it gained electrons so that it had an excess of electrons. ✓ 
Electrons (negative charges) accumulated on the outside. ✓ When it was held close to the stream  
of water, the negative charges attracted the positively charged ends of the water molecules. ✓  

These positive charges accumulated close to the balloon. ✓ In this way the water moved  
closer to the attracting force (the balloon). ✓ (5)

Question Two

A lamp/bulb ✓

B variable resistor ✓

C cell ✓

D conducting wire ✓

E open switch ✓ (5)

Question Three

3.1

  three cells ✓ in series ✓, a closed switch ✓ and a variable resistor ✓ 
plus one mark for neatness and legibility ✓ (5)

3.2

  a cell ✓, two lamps ✓ in parallel ✓ and an open switch ✓ 
plus one mark for neatness and legibility ✓ (5)

 (10)
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Question Four

There is no single correct answer for this question. Teachers can follow these guidelines:

Learners should write in paragraph style and not list or tabulate. They should mention four of the following uses of 
electromagnets:

Electromagnetism is used in many devices ✓which make our lives much easier. For example, in the home, we 
use table clocks, microwave ovens, electric fans, telephones, radios, speakers, tape recorders, television and 
electric door bells. ✓ The loudspeaker ✓ which we use in meetings or at sporting events is another example 
for an electromagnetic appliance. Each of these devices relies in some way on electromagnetism.

Electromagnets are also used in motors, and generators, ✓ without which our lives would be very different. ✓  
In industry, electromagnets are used to lift heavy scrap metal. ✓ In medicine, magnetic resonance imaging  
(MRI) relies on electromagnets to allow doctors to see inside our bodies without surgery. ✓ (5)

Check that the learner has agreed that electromagnetism has changed our lives and written a suitable  
introductory sentence to the paragraph (✓) and has provided four examples from at least two different  
areas of life (home, industry, health care, leisure). ✓✓✓✓✓

Question Five

incident ray ✓✓

normal ✓✓

refracted ray ✓✓

prism ✓✓

emergent ray ✓✓

incident ray at an acute angle ✓ and correctly labelled ✓

refracted ray towards normal ✓ correctly labelled

emergent ray parallel to incident ray ✓ and correctly labelled ✓

normal at an angle of 90° ✓ and correctly labelled ✓

prism rectangular ✓ and correctly labelled ✓ (10)

TOTAL MARKS: 35
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8.2  Analysis of the cognitive demand of the questions and the weighting of the orders of cognitive 
demand in Set 1 of the practice questions

Question Low order Middle order High order

Question One

1 5

Question Two

2 5

Question Three

3.1 5

3.2 5

Question Four

4 5

Question Five

5 10

Total marks 15 15 5

Percentage in practice questions 43% 43% 14%

Percentage specified in CAPS 40% 45% 15%
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9. Practice questions: Set 2: Term 3 and Term 4 content 

Total marks: 70

Note: Numbers in bold indicate the total marks for each question.

Question One

Use the following words to complete the sentences below.

Words: translucent; refraction; luminous; transparent; reflection; illuminated

1.1 ___________________________ is the ‘bending’ of light rays when moving from one medium to another.

1.2 A ________________ substance or object is one through which some light can pass.

1.3 An object which lights up because light was shone on it is said to be _______________________.

1.4 We say the sun is ___________________ because it has its own light.

1.5 A _______________ object allows light to pass through it.

1.6 I see my ___________________ in the mirror because light bounces back from the mirror into my eyes. 

 (6)

Question Two

This question refers to Figure 1 below. Study the figure and answer the questions that follow.

Assume that the balloon above the boy’s head has become negatively charged. 

FIGURE 1: HAIR STANDS UP

2.1 Suggest how the balloon could have become negatively charged. (3)

2.2 Explain what made the boy’s hair stand up on end. (2)

 (5)
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Question 3

This question refers to the circuit diagram below in Figure 2. 

Study the figure and the answer the questions that follow. 

FIGURE 2: A CIRCUIT

3.1 What would happen to the brightness of the lamps or bulbs if the switch were opened? (1)

3.2 What would happen to the brightness of the lamps or bulbs if one extra cell were added? (1)

3.3 What would happen to the brightness of the lamps or bulbs if one of the lamps or bulbs were removed  
and the circuit reconnected? (1)

3.4 Provide an explanation for your answer in 3.3 (above). (2)

3.5 If I want to measure the current in the circuit, what instrument should I use? (1)

3.6 If I want to measure the voltage in the circuit, what instrument should I use? (1)

3.7 Without adding any extra components, neatly and legibly redraw the circuit so that the lamps or bulbs  
will shine more brightly. (2)

3.8 Explain why the lamps or bulbs will shine more brightly in the circuit that you drew. (5)

 (14)

Question Four

This question refers to Figure 3 below. Study the figure and answer the questions which follow.
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FIGURE 3: AN EXPERIMENT

4.1 What phenomenon or happening does the experiment illustrate? (1)

4.2 What was the original substance before the battery was connected? (1)

4.3 Give a reason for your answer in 4.2 (above). (2)

4.4 Why is the volume of oxygen half the volume of hydrogen in Figure 3? (2)

4.5 How do you think people can apply the phenomenon shown in the figure for use in our  
everyday lives? (1)

 (7)

Question Five

Refer to Figure 4 below when you answer questions 5.1 and 5.2. 

FIGURE 4: SEEING THINGS

5.1 Redraw the figure. Do not spend much time on your drawing because only 1 mark is awarded for drawing  
in this case. (1)

5.2 The girl can see the ball. On your drawing, show the light rays that enable her to see it. Use lines with  
arrows for the light rays. (4)

5.3 Explain why the girl would not see the ball if a wooden plank were placed between the girl and  
the ball. (2)

 (7)

Question Six

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic representation of the Solar System. Refer to the diagram and answer  
questions 6.1 to 6.5.

6.1 Write the letters A to D one below the other in your answer book, and beside each, the correct name of  
the planet. (4)

6.2 Which planet has a giant red spot? (1)

6.3 Name three planets in our Solar System that have one or more moons. (3)
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A

B

C

D

FIGURE 5: DIAGRAM OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM

6.4 Give the letter of one planet shown in Figure 5 that is a gas giant. (1)

6.5 Imagine that you are going on a mission to planet A. 

 List four things that you would have to take to the planet 

 State why you would need the things you would take. (7)

 (16)

Question Seven

Refer to Figure 6 and Figure 7 to help you answer questions 7.1 to 7.8.

FIGURE 6: THE NIGHT SKY (PHOTOGRAPH)
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A

FIGURE 7: THE NIGHT SKY (STAR MAP)

7.1 Explain what a constellation is. (2)

7.2 What constellation do these two figures have in common? (1)

7.3 In which galaxy would we find the constellation (in 7.2 above)? (1)

7.4 What is the shape of the galaxy in 7.3 (above)? (1)

7.5 Look at Figure 7. Two stars have been circled at A. 

 What are they called together? (1)

7.6 Why have they been given this name? (1)

7.7 One of these stars (in 7.6 above) is called Alpha Centauri. Give one important fact about this star. (2)

 (9)

Question Eight 

C
F

D

C

E

C

C

FIGURE 8: DIAGRAM OF OPTICAL OR REFRACTING TELESCOPE

Figure 8 above is a simple diagram of an optical or refracting telescope. 

8.1 Using the correct words for C, D, E and F, explain how the telescope works. 
 (6)
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10. Memorandum for Set 2

Total marks: 70

Note: Numbers in bold indicate the total marks for each question.

Question One

1.1 refraction

 Refraction is the ‘bending’ of light rays when moving from one medium to another ✓

1.2 translucent

 A translucent substance or object is one through which some light can pass ✓

1.3 illuminated

 An illuminated object lights up because light was shone on it ✓

1.4 luminous

 We say the sun is luminous because it has its own light ✓

1.5 transparent

 A transparent object allows light to pass through it ✓

1.6 reflection

 I see my reflection in the mirror because light bounces back from the mirror into my eyes ✓

 (6)

Question Two

2.1 The balloon was subjected to friction ✓ from another object. The object lost electrons ✓ to the balloon which 
then became negatively charged. ✓ 

 This is a middle level question as learners are required to apply their knowledge of electrostatic forces and give 
a possible explanation for why the balloon has become negatively charged. 

2.2 The negatively charged balloon repels the negative ✓ charges in the boy’s hair. This leaves the tips of the hair 
close to the balloon positively charged. These positive charges repel each other since like charges repel each 
other. ✓

 This a middle level question as learners are required to their knowledge of electrostatic forces and give a 
possible explanation for why the boy’s hair stood up on end. 

 (5)

Question Three

3.1 They would go out or they would stop glowing or there would be no brightness. ✓

3.2 They would become brighter or the brightness would increase. ✓

3.3 They would become brighter. ✓

 3.1 to 3.3 are low order questions as the learners have to recall knowledge learnt.

3.4 By removing a lamp or bulb, the total resistance of the circuit is decreased, therefore the current is increased ✓ 
and therefore the remaining lamps or bulbs are brighter. ✓

 This is a middle order question because learners must demonstrate understanding of a principle. 

3.5 Ammeter ✓
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3.6 Voltmeter ✓

 3.5 and 3.6 are low order questions as the learners have to recall knowledge learnt.

3.7 

 

 Lamps in parallel ✓ neat and legible drawing ✓

 This is a middle order question as the learners have to apply knowledge and show that they understand a 
principle. 

3.8 When resistors or lamps or bulbs are connected in parallel ✓ as shown above, the current is given one or more 
alternative pathways ✓ and can move more rapidly thus supplying the lamps or bulbs with more current ✓ than 
before. The total resistance is decreased ✓ and therefore the total current is increased. ✓

 This is a middle order question as the learners have to apply knowledge and show that they understand a 
principle. 

 (14)

Question Four

4.1 Electrolysis ✓

4.2 Water ✓

4.3 Hydrogen and oxygen are being released ✓ and water consists of hydrogen and oxygen. ✓

4.4 The formula for water is H2O which means that there are two parts (atoms) of hydrogen for every part (atom) of 
oxygen in a molecule of water ✓✓

4.5 Electroplating ✓ or breaking down an unwanted substance ✓ or producing a useful substance for example 
hydrogen and oxygen ✓ in this case. (Any one)

 This is a high order question as learners have to analyse what is happening and apply their knowledge to a new 
situation.

 (7)

Question Five

5.1 Drawing ✓

 This is a low order question as learners need only copy a simple drawing. 

5.2 One straight arrowed ray going from sun to ball ✓✓; one straight arrowed ray going from the ball to the girl. ✓✓

 This is a middle order question as learners have to apply their knowledge of light to this diagram, thus showing 
that they understand that light travels in straight lines and that sunlight on objects enables them to be seen.
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5.3 The girl would see the plank only and not the ball because light travels in straight lines ✓ and would therefore 
not travel round the plank to the eyes of the girl. ✓

 This is a high order question because learners have to apply knowledge to a new situation and synthesise it 
coherently.

 (7)

Question Six

6.1 A Saturn ✓

 B Mercury ✓

 C Jupiter ✓

 D Mars ✓

6.2 Jupiter ✓

6.3 Mars ✓ Saturn ✓ Jupiter ✓ Uranus ✓ Neptune ✓ Earth ✓ (any three)

 6.1– 6.3 are all low order questions – only recall required. 

6.4 A or C ✓

 This is a middle order question as learners must read the diagram and apply their knowledge. 

6.5 I would need oxygen tank ✓; very warm thermal clothing ✓; food ✓; water ✓

 oxygen tank because no oxygen on Saturn ✓

 warm clothing because Saturn is very cold ✓

 food and water to eat and drink ✓

 6.5 is a middle order question as learners need to apply their knowledge of what people need and their 
knowledge of conditions on the planets in order to answer the question.

 (16)

Question Seven

7.1 It is a group of stars, ✓ not necessarily close together, forming a pattern. ✓

7.2 Southern Cross ✓

7.3 Milky Way ✓

7.4 Spiral ✓

7.5 The pointers ✓

7.6 They point to the Southern Cross ✓

7.7 It is the star closest to Earth ✓ except for the Sun. ✓

 Questions 7.1 to 7.5 and 7.7 are low order questions – learners recall knowledge to answer. Question 7.6 is a 
middle order question because learners demonstrate ability to apply knowledge to a situation.

 (9)

Question Eight

8.1 The objective convex lens (E) ✓ focuses light rays C ✓ from a distance into the body of the telescope to the 
eyepiece lens at F. ✓ This concave lens ✓ diverges light rays from the image to the eye at D ✓ making it appear 
larger. ✓

 This is a middle order question as learners must demonstrate understanding of how a telescope works.

 (6)
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11.  Analysis of the cognitive levels of the questions and the weighting of marks across 
cognitive levels in Set 2 

Note: In CAPS (p. 87) the orders of cognitive demand are described as follows:

Low order: Knowing science

Middle order: Understanding science and applying scientific knowledge

High order: Evaluating, analysing and synthesising scientific knowledge

The table below shows the number and percentage of marks in the practice questions in each order, and the 
percentage specified for each order in CAPS (p. 87). It can be seen that the practice questions conform to the 
specified distribution of cognitive weighting.

Cognitive demand

Question Low order Middle order High order

Question One

1 6

Question Two

2 5

Question Three

3.1 to 3.3 and 3.5 to 3.6 5 2

3.7 to 3.8 7

Question Four

4 7

Question Five

5 1 4 2

Question Six

6.1 to 6.3 8

6.4 to 6.5 8

Question Seven

7.1 to 7.5 and 7.7 8

7.6 1

Question Eight

8 6

Total marks 28 33 9

Percentage in practice questions 40% 46% 14%

Percentage specified in CAPS (p. 87) 40% 45% 15%
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12.  An exemplar item analysis sheet for both the questions in a test or examination and 
the practical skills in an investigation
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13. Templates for tracking, reflecting on and reporting curriculum coverage

13.1 Conventional schools1

NAME OF TEACHER: _____________________________________________________  SUBJECT/GRADE: ________

Week no. in planner ________________ 

Week no. in term when work planned for week started ________________ 

Refer to the planner2 for details of the week’s work (or the ATP for subjects without planners)

Class (or subject for FP)

On track by end of week? (Yes/no)

How many learners are working 
confidently?3 (Rough estimate)

How many learners in this class?

DAY4

BRIEF NOTES ON THE DAY’S WORK: Consider such things as:
What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with or manage well in this lesson?  

What could be the reasons for this? Did the class complete the work you had planned?  
Do you need to change your plans for the next lesson? What changes will you make?

1

2

3

4

5

Reflection on the week: Think about and make a note of:

What concepts and skills for the week did learners 
struggle with? What could you do differently next time 

to better support or extend learning?  
What good practice could you share?

Did you cover the curriculum for the week? If not,  
what were some of the challenges? What can you do to 

catch up? What help do you need? How will your progress 
this week affect your plan for next week? 

DH: Date:

1 Please amend this draft template to suit the needs of your school.
2  You can use any planning document (such as the CAPS planner, the ATP or printed lesson plans) as the basis for your tracking.
3 Estimate of learners in that grade that are working confidently at Level 4 (adequate achievement) or above.
4 This can also be lessons if there are more than five lessons a week.
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13.2 Multigrade schools1

NAME OF TEACHER

Week no. in planner ________________  

Week no. in term when work planned for week started ________________ 

Refer to the planner2 for details of the week’s work (or the ATP for subjects without planners)

Subjects

GRADE On track this week? 3 
Est. learners > Level 4 4 
# learners in grade

GRADE On track this week? 
Est. learners > Level 4 
# learners in grade

GRADE On track this week? 
Est. learners > Level 4 
# learners in grade

DAY

BRIEF NOTES ON THE DAY’S WORK: Consider such things as:
What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with or manage well in this lesson?  

What could be the reasons for this? Did the class complete the work you had planned?  
Do you need to change your plans for the next lesson? What changes will you make?

1

2

3

4

5

Reflection on the week: Think about and make a note of:

SUBJECT

What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with  
or manage well in this lesson? What could be the reasons  

for this? Did the class complete the work you had planned? Do 
you need to change your plans for the next lesson?  

What changes will you make?  
What good practice could you share? 

Did you cover the curriculum for the 
week? If not, what were some of the 
challenges? What can you do to catch 
up? What help do you need? How will 

your progress this week affect your 
plan for next week? 

Principal: Date:

1 Please amend this draft template to suit the needs of your school.
2  You can use any planning document (such as the CAPS planner, the ATP or printed lesson plans) as the basis for your tracking.
3 Yes/no?
4 Estimate of learners in that grade that are working confidently at Level 4 (adequate achievement) or above.
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